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Festival's GoHint! Star
Adds Another Victory
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Bobby Nichols of Louisville,
one of American golfdom's "great", who will play
an 18-hole exhibition
match at the Fulton Country
Club during the Banana Volume Thirty-four
Festival in September, has add
ed another championship
victory to his growing list.
Nichols picked up top money of
$12,000 last week
end to win the $75,000 Housto
n golf classic, with an 11
over par, 273.

---4rly Trade Area ........

-Fulton Fulton County, Ken
tucky, Thursday, April 22, 1965

Nichols is the 19e4 PGA cham
pion. In the Houston competitio
n he
fougrit off the pressure and
a record closing-round rush by
Juan
(Chi Chi) Rodriguez of
Puerto
Rico.

course, edging Rodriguez and
Australian Bruce Devlin by one
stroke
for the title.
Nichols' rounds were 67, 69,
67
and 70.
Rodriguez fired a closing seven
Nichols won the victory over the
under-par 64, a record for
par 71 Sharpstown Country
the
Club Classic on seven
birdies and 11
pars.
Nichols, for whom the Class
ic
has been a kickoff to big
money
each year recently said, "I
seem
to get started here. I play
inttIngs
well
here every year." He won the
tourney in 1962, beat;ng Jack Nickl
aus
Front,
in a playoff.
Nichols birdied holes 1, 2, 8
and
10 and had bogeys on 5, 9,
and 15,
finishing with a 70.
He had short putts on the
first
and second holes and the
birdies
on No. 8 came on a 12-foot
putt.
The pre-tournament favor
Louisville golfer Bobby Nichols was prese
ites, NICHOLS HONORED
nted
Doug Sanders and Billy Caspe
r, the Sportsman of The Year Award recently at
a meeting of the Quarterboth finished in the money but
far back Club. Making
the presentation of an engraved silver
back in the field, Sanders with
tray is club
280
Every now and then I have to on a final 68 and
Casper at 286, president Dan House (right). Octie Spears (left) is vice-president.
Nichget desk-bound, to gather facts and with a closing 72.
ols is scheduled to appear in Fulton durin
•figures about issues and to ang the Third International BaDefending champion Mike Soucnana Festival for a golf clinic and 18-ho
swer questions that are asked me hak shot a 71
le match with the area's leadand finished at 280
by the many, many people I am along With Sanders
ing
golfers.
—Photo Courtesy Louisville Courier-Journal
and two others.
seeing these days in connection
with my campaign for State representative. I also have to stop long
enough to go over Banana Festival
plans with all interested individuals
and to check on the progress of
said plans.

Jo's

Microfilm
littrelret renter
unit
prsity torhine
Iffentutitv
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Ward To Follow Through liuthantee Of
Access Roads To Fulton From Parkway
Kentucky Highway Commissioner
Henry Ward re- Mr. Ward's letter follows:
ported today that he will personal
ly follow through on
April 19, 1965
the matter to guarantee that ther
e will be good access
roads to Fulton from the prop
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
osed Purchase Parkway. P.
0. Box 30'7
The letter was in reply to an edit
orial that appeared in Fulton, Kentucky
the Fulton County News on Apri
l 8.
Dear Paul -and Jo:
The editorial set forth Fulton's
uniq
ue
loca
tion
on
the Kentucky-Tennessee borders,
I have read with understandable
pointing out that, if inter
est your editorial of April
the proposed Parkway is to be
cons
entitled, "Four Entry Points To
of a recently published outline, tructed on the basis 8The
New Parkway Will Help Fulit
motorists to speed right by Fulton, would encourage ton More Than Just Two!" I asthus losing this area sure you of my understand
and the State of Kentucky thousand
ing of
s of dollars in poten- the problem of proper access to
tial revenue from loss of sales
and service to the tour- communities and my assurance
ists.
that I will personally

follow
through on this matter to attempt
to guarantee that there will be „
good access to Fulton from the
Purchase Parkway. Thus far,
nothing except a corridor location has been selected and details
relating to such matters as access points are yet to be determinThe Farmers Home Administra
- Home Administration are for
the ed.
tion has opened a new full time
office in the Clinton bank building, purchase or enlargement and im- The Brighton Engineering Comprovement of farms, construction
pany is providing over-all superClinton, Kentucky. This office will
of
farm buildings, and construction visio
serve Carlisle, Fulton and Hickn of the
development of
or repair of dwellings on both farm
plans for the Purchase Parkway
man counties. The personnel serand non-farm tracts. Other pur- and
ving this office are Sue Vanpool,
I am referring a copy of
poses for which loans are made in- this
county office clerk, and Raymond
letter and your editorial to
cludes credit for farm machinery, Brigh
ton Engineering and also to
Hogue, county supervisor. Offic
e livestock, annual farm operating
the section engineers, as well as
hours will be from 8:00 a. m.
to expenses and refinancing of certo the Department of Highways'
12:00 and 1:00 to 5:00 p. m.
Mon- tain debts.
I got that "ole Festival feeling"
engineers who will be working on
day through Friday. The telep
hone
this week after reading some very
Farmers Home Administration this detail. I am asking them to
number is 653-4103.
interesting mail that has arrived in
discuss this matter with me beFulton High School's graduating class of 1965 will liver their addresses at the annual Mr. Hogue will have office hours has loans designed to help- those
answer to some letters we have soon be gone fro
fore
famil
steps are taken_ toward the
in
ies
Bardw
who
ell
have
comm
from
a
ence
1:00
very
ment
low into 3:00 p. m.
program at Carr
m the hallowed halls of Fulton High,
written. Perhaps the most exhilaon the second Friday of each come to establish some new or ex- development of final plans.
Audit
orium
Ther
.
e
will
be
no
salubut
it will not soon be forgotten, that's for sure. With 61
rating letter came from Tennessee
month at the Soil Conservation Of- tra income producing enterprises
Yours very truly,
tatory.
Governor Frank Clement, who students in the class, it is one of the largest ever to
fice.
On the second and fourth so that they can have a better
Other
honor graduates are KenHenry Ward
be
wrote that his Administrilion graduated in the history
Thursday of each month from 1:00 standard of living. This includes
Corn missioner
of the school. For four straight neth Morgan, Jerry Wells, Andy to
would be a financial supporter of year
3:00 p. m. he will have office loans to cooperatives whose purBatts
Jenni
,
fer
Duncan, Phyllis
s the class has elected the homecoming queen
Crocker, Marie Ruddle., Sallie Pir- hours at Hickman in the county pose is to serve low income famil•• • •
(Nancy Treas, Sandra Cash, Sally Pirtle and Susan tle,
ies on a non-profit basis. This apTerry
Willingham, Carol agent's office.
The executive board of the
The
Wal
ker
Farm
in
,
ers
that
orde
Luthe
Home
r) and besides that about fifty per
r, Wayman Hancock, Susan
Administra- plies to people who are farming,
Banana Festival will meet toWalker, Margaret Omar, Shirley tion is an agency of the United as well as to people living in rural
night (Thursday) at the Cham- cent of the class consistently made the honor roll.
Bard, Sherry MiLstead, Charles States Department of Agriculture, areas and in towns of under 2500
ber of Commerce office to disMany of the graduates have been
Mark Allen, Anita Kilgo, Stuart set up to make loans to farmers population who are not farming.
cuss plans for the Candid Camand other people living in small
Voelp
el and Greg Wiyiamson.
era Revue, which was postponed accepted in some of America's
The Farmers Home AdministraThis is the first time in the histown
most
disti
s and rural areas.
nguis
hed
colle
Betty
ges
is the daughter of Mr. and
and tory of the school that
from early March, due to contion is not in competition with local
two
stude
nts
unive
Thes
rsiti
e
es.
loans are made for a large lendi
The three top graduMrs. Charles Robert Bennett. She
flicting events.
ng institutions and all FHA
ates challenged mathematical have tied for this honor. Both girls has been a member of
number of purposes which
in- loans are made on the
the
Kenn
el
had
only
one
"B"
A "womanless wedding" and
on
their
••••
perman- staff for
basis that
clude
computations, and ended up with
s
loans
to
organize groups the group or
two years, serving as adent record card for the four years
style show, sponsored
indiv
idual
the Festival this year. The story three students who are "rar
canno
t
to
get
by the
estab
lish rural water systems the
vertising manager and reporter.
e com- in high school.
credit elsewhere that is needed South Fulton PTA, will be
concerning the support will be re- binations of beauty and brain
and
held
recre
ation
Duri
enter
ng
prise
her
senior year she was cos. Other on terms and condi
s."
tions that can in the South Fulton gymnasium
Before this year, the closest editor
leased officially when some other
Loan services provided by Farmers
of
the
GR-R
-ROW
Betty
L.
She
be
was
Benne
reasonably met.
tt and Nancy Treas scholastic race in the schoo
at 7:30 p. m. April 30.
considerations are finalized, but to
l's his- a member of the National Hono
r
The show will be narrated by
keep you informed on our progress, tied for valedictorian of the Fulton tory was when Charles Huddleston, Society two
years; a member of
Mrs. Mansfield Martin. The bride
and to let you know that come May High senior class, with a point with a perfect 3.0 standing, won the Quill and Scrol
l one year; a memwill be W. H. Heath and the groom
26 we'll get to work in earnest on standing of 2.972222. Sylvia Carden valedictory honor over Ruth Louise ber of
the
Fren
ch Club two years,
is
Hono
rs
Day
will be Don McKnight. Other
speak
er
with a point Butts by .03 of a point.
the Festival, I can give you only
serving as president during her
members of the wedding party are:
this information at this time so standing of 2.861111.
The two valedictorians will de(Conttnuea on page ten)
Robert Lowery, Bob Ward, Richard
that you will get the same good
Jo!-rtson, Joel Nabors, Bill Archer.
feeling that I have received from
Saturday morning will mark the
litter bag with the number draw Musicians will be Russell McGovernor Clement's sincere interbeginning of Clean Up-Paint Upn Morris, Marvin
Laird, Laymon
will win a 20-gallon covered
est in our Festival.
gal- Kilzer and Davi
Fix Up Week, with a parade at
d Newton.
vanized garbage can containing
ten o'clock.
cleaning equipment amounting to _ Modeling the latest fashions,
A letter came this week too,
Litter bags for automobiles will $10.00.
from swim wear to baby doll pafrom one of Fulton's most ardent
be sold on Lake Street for 25c
Buy a litter bag from the jamas, will be: Virgil Covington,
supporters, Kolb Brothers Drug
next Saturday and all of next stand on Lake
Street or from one Ned Waldrop, Jimmy Gilbert, Bill
Company in Paducah. The letter
week. These bags are numbered of the young
ladie
s who will be Gray, Sammy Haddad, M. M. Matwas sent to Bob Binford of Evans
and a drawing will be held on selling them
.
You
may be the lock, W. W. Jetton, Jimmy WilDrug Company, and delivered to
Saturday, May 1. The holder of the lucky winner.
liams, Stanley Stinnett, Ray WilConnie Pawlukiewicz, Festival secliams, Harold Larson, George
retary. Here it is . . . and thanks,
Finch, Glenn Pu.ckett, Elson McLou:
Guire, Ralph Puckett, James
Robey, Ed Neeley, Oden Fowltr,
Dear Friends:
John R. Lawson
and Sonny
Puckett.
We are always glad to have the
opportunity to participate in a
Approximately 400 students of
small way, to the civic affairs of
voice and piano from the public
our fine friends and therefore we
schools of
are enclosing a check for $100.00
The honor roll for South Fulton the West the area participated in
Tennessee Music Festival
for a contribution to the 1965 BaElementary School for the fifth six held
recently at The University of
nana Festival.
weeks has today been announced.
Tennessee Martin Branch.
If at all possible, I am going to
Making all A's are: Eighth grade
Sylvia Cardon
The licenses of four Kentucky esbe there this year as I heard so
Miss Harriet Fulton, head of the
Jan Bell, Patricia Holladay, Bobby
Nancy Tress
Betty Bennett
tabli
shments were suspended for
many enthusiastic comments about
UTM
B
Musi
c
Depa
Larson, Marilyn Moss, Judy Townsrtment, has anthe last one.
end and Paul Woodson; seventh nounced 20 individuals and group 60 days by the Alcoholic Beverage
With kindest regards from all of
grade - Patsy Adams, Bonita Bur- performers were given the super- Control Board Monday. Three of
us and wishing your fine city the
row, Michael Grant Moss, Amanda ior rating. A number of other stu- the licenses are in Fulton.
All were cited for permitting
most successful Festival yet, I am
Newton, Jeannie Pearcey, Janet dents received the ranking of exgambling on the premises.
Yours sincerely,
Taylor, Deborah Tharp and Jackie cellent.
They are F. A. and Fred A. HornLouis C. Kolb
Wood; sixth grade - Denise ColeContestants from the Twin Cities ra, doing busin
ess as The Keg
man, Jackie Hollie, Terry Johnson who rank
ed in the top two cate- Beer; Florrie Jewell, C&E
But the first contribution for this
Cafe;
and Michael McKinney.
gorie
s and their teachers are as Willie Joe and James
year's Festival came at a time
F. Higgs, 116
Having a 3.5 standing, all A's follows:
Entries are now being sought
Commercial St., all of Fulton, and
The Fulton City Education Assowhen it was needed most of all.
Jim Inman, retired farmer, is in and B's, are: Eighth grade - Vickie
in the competition for "Dairy
Sonny Puckett, one of the advisors ciation held its last meeti
Adams, John Baker, Bob Boyd, South Fulton—South Fulton Jun- Elmer Vest, 30 E. 7th St., Covingng of the Princess" of this area. The com- critical condition in John Gast
ton.
on Susan Flowers, Kathy King,
to the Festival board and a fellow year Tuesday,
David ior High School Chorus, excellent;
April 20, 1965 at 3 petition will be held in Murray Hospital
who is strictly sold on the event's
in Memphis of a gunshot McKinney, Donna Powell, Susa Mrs. Nelson Tripp.
on May 8.
n
p. m. in the Fulton High
School
merits, came in the office shortly
wound.
Tegethoff and David
Fulton, Kentucky—Marilyn McWinston;
after I assumed the presidency and Science Room. The meeting was
Requirements for the contest
seventh grade - Janice Clement, Kendree, superior, Dianne Foster,
said: "I want to make a $100 con- called to order by President Bobby include: girls that are 16 years old
Friends said Mr. Inman shot Richard
Connaughton, Scarlett superior, Christina McKinney, extribution to the Festival. It's the Snider. The minutes of the
but not over 24 years. old; the himself accidentally
about 4:30 Cranford, Dianne Frields, Jerry cellent, Judy Brown, excellent;
previ
ous
best home-town program in the meeting
Kiestler, Susan Warren and Mary Mrs. J. U. McKendree.
Tuesday, May 11, has been set
were read by Mrs. Her- girls must not be married or have Saturday afternoon.
United States and I want to keep it
ever
been
marri
Jo
Worrell; sixth grade - Kay
ed;
entra
nts
as the day for registration of
ring; she also gave the finan
cial must be high school graduates or
going." Sonny, his wife Vada Bell,
children for the fall term of the
They said they thought he went Blackburn, Judy Connell, Glynn
and all of the folks at the Park report. A short business meeting in the graduating class of June
Covey, Sue Elkins, Debra Harris,
Fulton kindergarten, sponsored by
AT
MEET
ING!
outsi
de
to
shoot
squir
a
rel.
1965.
prece
Terrace Restaurant and motel proAp- Deborah Hodges, Diane Horton,
ded the program. Mrs, GayThe girls entering will be
Mrs. George Brock, president of the Junior Woman's Club. The
required to have a" dairy farm parently he stumbled, and the Gary Jetton, Kay King, Edie
mote the festival on a daily, year- Ion Varden was elect
May- the Terry-Norman PTA the past registration will be held at the
ed to serve backg
round.
round basis.
nard, Jerry Oliver, David Puckett, year and distri
shotgun discharged.
as secretary-treasurer for the
ct chairman of Woman's Club building from 9 to
1965Tommy Taylor, Stephen Walker.
readi
ng
66
and
Any
libra
schoo
girl
ry extension, left 11 a. m.
l
inter
year. All other officers
ested in entering
A motorist saw him lying on the
Another fine drug company, L. S.
The tuition is $12.50, to paid
Mond
ay
the
to attend the Kentucky
competition may contact Jim ground and
Dubois, Son and Company, also were elected for a two year term
stopped to help. He
every four weeks, pus a $2.50 enCong
NAN
ress
Vade
NEY
of
n,
Paren
P.
INJU
0.
ts
Box
and
RED
last
Teac
3006,
heri rollment
Paducah, was taken first to Fulton Hospital
year.
sent a check for $100 this week.
fee.
in Louisville.
Kentucky or call Paducah 443- then
moved to the Memphis hosThey will never know how much we
Rober
t
Nann
Due to State regulations, there
ey,
son
of
Mr.
and
Miss Mary Forsee, librarian, 5339.
pital, where surgery was perforni- Mrs. Raymond Nanney,
appreciate their 'help. And it is
will be a limit of 24 children enRoute 1,
Ftiltori City Elementary Schoo
ed late Saturday.
ls,
with similar gratitude that we acDresden, received serious injuries
ATTENDING CONVENTION! rolled.
had charge of the program.
She
knowledge a check from the BigMonday when a tree fell on him
presented Miss Ethel Miller,
Reports received in The News ofMrs. Frank Barber and Mrs
ON CAMERA!
AsValu Food Stores. We think you'll
while timber-cutting. He is reportSENIOR SPEAKERI
sistant Professor of Educa
fice
Charles Maynard, of the South Fultoday
(Wed
nesd
ay)
are
tion,
that
appreciate their comments on our
ed to have received pelvis, back
Den 14, Cub Scout Pack 40, will
Dudl
ey
Morris will tell of his
Murray State College, who gave
ton PTA, are attending the PTA
Mr. Inman is "holding his own"
a appear on television! They will
Festival too. Here they are:
and hip injuries. He was taken to
travels abroad at the Senior Citimost inspiring talk on the
be
and
state
that
conve
the
serio
ntion in Nashville. Mrs. zens
usness of his con- Fulton Hospital
Moral seen on WPSD's Popeye
(continued on page ten)
Club meeting this (Thursday)
and later trans- Barber was
Show this dition is due to a heart
and Spiritual Values in
president the past afternoon
Education. (Thursday) afternoon
condition ferred to the Baptist
at 2:30 p. m. in the dinat 4 p. m.
Hospital in year and Mrs. Mayn
and not the gun-shot wound.
ard was 1st ing room of the
Memphis.
First Methodist
vice president.
Church.

Notebook

FHA Opens Full-Time Office In
Clinton To Serve 3 Counties

Beauty And Brains Prevail As Fulton
High Names Its Three Top Graduates

No Women In
Hilarious Event
On April 30th

Clean - Up,Paint - Up,Fix - Up Week
Opens Here With Saturday Parade

South Fulton
Makes Known
Honor Roll

Fulton Teachers
Hear Speaker
From Murray

Entries Sought In
Dairy Princess
Competition May 8

Local Musicians
. Given High Ratings

State ABC Board
Suspends 3 Here

Water Valley
Farmer Injured
From Gunshot

Registration Set
For Kindergarten

The Ever-Growing Welfare State:
Enemy Of Individual Initiative
What is the ultimate effect of a
welfare state on the individual? A
striking editorial which recently appeared in the Richmond, Virginia
News Ledger answers the question
this way:
"In Mount Ranier National Park,
Wash., a ranger cautions visitors
against feeding the animals. The
ranger explains that deer grow accustomed to visitors handouts and
lose the ability to feed themselves.
Bears. he says, come to believe that

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

Kentucky

free food is their due—and become
grouchy and violent if they don't get
it. Chipmunks and squirrels congregate where handouts are supplied,
and thus upset the balance of nature.
-There is a lesson here for people--and for their governments."
There certainly is, and it's about
the most important lesson we can
learn. The welfare state is the enemy
of individual initiative, of indivdual
pride. It discourages effort, it encourages handouts.

By
TREASURER

COVITIME
Illtrtshatc.

IFUND

Farm Safety Means Success.
That old phrase. -Oh. for the peace
and quiet of the country." is probably
used often in today's busy world, but
a second look -might show that the
farm isn't always so peaceful.
One sure way to convince yourself it isn't is to take a long look at the
accident tolls: an estimated 8.400
deaths and 780.000 injuries to farm
residents last year. according to the
National Safety Council.
Sounds a little incredible? Well.
it's not. Each day many farmers work
in the fields or in the barn, and suddenly somehow. sometime during the
workday are injured or killed. Not
only can an injury disrupt one or two

workdays, but a permanent injury or
death can totally change an entire
farm or farm family.
The farm picture is constantly
changing. With ne - machinery,
chemicals and meth
it is a challenge to learn how to ut
them all
safely. Unless you carry this new
knowledge through in every y\practice, you are not fulfilling yor responsibility to yourself and yo family. You might. for exam e. know
everything about a rrrachi e, but allow a boy barely able t reach the
controls to handle a tract r.
What can safe farming mean to
You" Success!

Life's Two-Legged Buz yards
A policeman from one of the communities devastated by the Palm Sunday tornado which ricocheted through
six states was interviewed on radio.
"As soon as the storm subsided," he
said. "looters came from out of town.
We weren't bothered by local residents—but it was these outsiders
who drifted in to steal from the dead
and injured."
Nature provides buzzards and
vultures which clean the countryside of dead animals. And it seems
that human nature also provides twolegged vultures who are always ready
to take advantage of the unfortunate
'whetter it is picking the pockets of
an unconscious traffic victim or looting the contents of a store or home

wrecked by a storm.) While many
rush in to help the victims of disaster, there are always a few who rush
in to help themselves.
Here are two basic ways of looking at life: What is there in it for me?
or How can I be of service to others?
Few of us can spend all our time
Oinking about others, but we can remind ourselves that the world is full
of other people—people with feelings,
with hurts, with needs, with privileges. This trait was characteristic of
Christ, as evidenced by his explanation that he "came not to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give
his life a ransom for many" !Mark
10:45).
— Robert J. Hastings

Kentucky Population Growth Spiraling
From 1960-63 Kentucky's rate of
population growth tripled the historical rate which dominated the period 1950-60. The 1960-63 annual rate
of growth was •27.100 compared to
only 9.000 yearly for the period 195060. The ratio of natural population increase lost to out-migration was 35
percent from 1960-63 compared to 81
percent during 1950-60. The state is
thus making progress in retaining its
natural rate of population increase.
If Kentucky continues the 196063 rate of growth over the next

The Sword Of Hope

twelve years. the state is expected to
gain 338.000 population by 1975 and
have a total population of 3,464,000.
On the other hand, if industrialization
and economic development are stepped up to the point where the state
is not-only retaining its natural increase in population but also attracting an additional 20 percent from inmigration. Kentucky will gain 586,000 population in the twelve-year period 1963-75 and have a total population on July 1. 1975 of 3. 712.000, says
the College of Commerce at UK, in a
study released this week.

Pablished !very Tbsrallay of TIN Tear
A member of the Kentucky Price Anseckatkes

Crusade.
For this reason the Sword of
Hope is displayed in all Crusade materials, literature, posters, ads, films,
etc.. and is shown at all meetings,
lectures, exhibits and film showings.
The Sword originated out of a
nationalwide poster contest in 1928.
The blade was meant to express the
crusading spirit of the cancer control
movement. The twin serpent Caduseus framing the hilt emphasizes
the medical and scientific aspects of
the attack. The original insignia carried the slogan "Fight Cancer With
Knowledge." Variations of this theme
have been used by the A. C. S. since
then. Today's "To Cure More - Give
More" supplements the Society's
classic theme. "Fight Cancer with a
Checkup and a Check.-

Second - etas postage paid at Fettas, Kesteekr
and at additional aulltsig eillses.

ORDER

The Sword of Hope is the s2.-rnboI
that to most Americans means. "Help
Fight Cancer." As the registered
trade-mark of the American Cancer
Society. it has for 36 years reflected
the A. C. S. image and identity. Today it remains the insignia of the only
voluntary health organization fighting cancer on the broad fronts of research. education and service. it is
the emblem that guides contributors
who seek to make sure that their
gifts go to the triaitional A. C. S.
THE FTTLTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WKSTPHELING
&likes and Publishers

'3uccessor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the first of which was founded In MO.
Subscription Rater $3.00 per yew In Talton
Rickman Graves Counties, Ky., and Obtain
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.
Kisewhere
throughout the United_States 84.00
per year.
Kentuary Subier&is must add 8% Sales
T.
Address all mall (stibecriptiook change
of address. Terms 3871 to Poet Office
Box OD Ift1ten, Kadoeky.
Voted one of Kentucky's 'Bud An
Armor
Weekly Pe,ee.

Thursday, April 22, 1965

Good order is the foundation of
all good things.
—Edmund Burke
We do not keep the outward
form of nrdirtr,---AWefe there:is deep
disorder in the mind.
—William Shakespeare
In obedience to the divine nature, man's individuality reflects the
divine law and order of being.
—Mary Baker Eddy

Wergitfat

Paif

"Let's face it, J.B., the coffee break has
gotteai Old
of baAdr

April 27, 1943
Meeting in regular session April
24 at the Youth Center, the Young
Men's Business Club held a brief
business session. Reports were
heard from committees, including
the waste paper drive and progress
on the Memorial on Lake Street in
honor of the war dead. Several
new members were introduced. including D. H. Williams, Charles
Rice and Happy Hogan.
Honor Roll fifth term, 1945, for
Fulton High had four all A students - Patricia O'Connor, Read
Holland, Jimmy James and Billy
Murphy.
"Me and My Shadow." the senior play for South Fulton high
school, will be presented April 27
at the school auditorium. Included
in the cast are: Wayne McClure,
Doris Jones, Rebecc3 Kimbel,
Evelyn Robey. Billy Lee Clark,
Priscilla Croft, Jane Bynum, Melvin Yates and James Keith Hastings.
Sparks Brothers Shows will be
at Fairfield Park in Fulton for one
week. beginning April 30, under the
auspices of the Young Men's Business Club of Fulton_
A party and banquet was given
April 22 at the home of Mrs. Savannah Grissom near Chestnut Glade,

in honor of her son, Sgt. Tilet R.
Grissom, who is home on leave after 40 months overseas. More than
a hundred friends and relatives
gathered to welcome home Sgt.
Grissom and the occasion was enjoyed by all present.
William G. Nash, dean of Murray
State College, is scheduled to deliver the commencement address
to the graduating class of Fulton
High School on May 34. Only 25
students. the smallest in the history of the school, are in the graduating class.
From Latham
correspondent:
News came over the radio and also
in the paper that six Tennesseeans
had been liberated from a German
prison camp. Among these listed
was Ellis McClain of Martin Route
3. We all rejoice with his relatives.
From Fulton Route 3: A family
reunion was held at Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Williams for Pvt. Bob
Cole Sunday. April 29. He is a brother of Mr. Williams and is ready
for overseas duty.

historical review cf.the Civil. War day by .day:in
KenWrit, as reviewed by the Kentucky tivii War Codann
ision
JOR JORDAN-,
-One hundred years ago this week, riding south to join the Confederate
Gov. Thomas E. Bramlette presi- force which Gen. Joseph E. Johnded at a large public meeting in ston commanded in North Carolina.
The Union Army's Maj. Gen.
Louisville. at which resolutions of
George Stoneman, with 4000 cavrespect to the memory of President
alry and a battery of artillery, was
Lincoln were adopted. The govknown to have marched from Virernor and U. S. Senator James
ginia into North Carolina the day
Guthrie addressed the meeting.
Lee surrendered. The Kentucky
The next day was observed as a
Confederates had reports that he
day of humiliation and sorrow.
occupied the mountain gaps they
Business houses were closed: a
would have to pass through; they
funeral procession three miles long
expected to have to fight him.
marched through the streets of the
state's largest city. Similar demon"The reports that the gaps were
strations took place in other-Ken- occupied by the enemy proved untucky cities.
true, and we entered North Carolina without seeing a Federal,"
Maj. Gen. John M. Palmer, miliBasil Duke wrote in his "History
tary governor of Kentucky, had
of Morgan's Cavalry." At Statespublished an order which said that
ville. Brig. Gen. John Echols turnany returning Confederate soldiers
ed off to go directly to Johnston's
who reported and registered their
camp: Duke headed for Lincolnton,
names with Union Army authorities
where he expected to find the
would have his full protection. One
horses belonging to his brigade.
who did so was Capt. Mat Carey of
He received word that a part of
Newport. Nevertheless, he was
Stoneman's force was also apcalled upon by men described as
proaching Lincolnton. "The ene"violent sta y- at-home
patriots," my's column moved
upon a road
who warned him to get out of Newwhich approached closely to the
port at once. He compiled. Provost
one by which we were marching.
Marshal W. H. Bennett issued a
Our scouts were fighting, during
statement calling "upon all good the
afternoon, upon the byroads
citizens to aid him in preserving
which connected the main ones."
the public peace, and in protecting
When the enemy won the race,
from injury those who have Gen. Duke
bypassed the town and
Palmer's pledge for their protecmarched to Charlotte, where be
tion and security: they shall be found
other Confederate troops.
protected by all means at his disposal."

Confederate soldiers from Kentucky who were still under arms,
Including members of three cavalry
brigades that had bees serving in
southwestern Virginia, continued

And that isn't all. The DKNITIM'S endorse flourine. The DOCTORS
endorse
flourine. The
HE ALTH Department endorses flourine.
You know, we COULD take another vote- on this matter this fall
and catch up with the rest of the
country. We would be doing an
awful lot of youngsters an awful
big favor in giving them better
teeth. Think it over.

Some say that the switch engine that plys up and down Lake
The assistant Surgeon General Street early every morning has
of the U. S. Public health service a horn that sounds like the matannounced this week that "within ing call of a bull moose. Others
the next few months, an addi- say that it resembles the chargtional 11 million people in the ing blast of a rogue elephant.
nation will be drinking artifically- Some wives say it sounds like
flouridated water". The addition their husband as he arrives at
of this group will raise the U. S. the breakfast table.
total to nearly 60 million people, Whatever it sounds like, it's
plus an additional seven million different. It shatters the peace
more
whose
water
contains and quiet of a dewy spring mornnatural flouridation.
ing; it drowns out the calls of
Where's Fulton? We're not in the songbirds that accompany you
the bunc%! We voted foundation all the way downtovitn; it snaps
down several years ago after too you out of your reverie and lets
many uninformed people listened you know with a great snort of
to—and
believed—cries
tha t finality that you have arrived at
flourine would "poison" the city the office and it's time to get
water: a downright absurdity.
down to work.
So our children's teeth continue to rot with abnormal cavities.
My name-of-the-month award
while we sit here and do nothing goes to a group up in Missouri
about it. Isn't that ridiculous? that call themselves "The UnFluorine could be addded to our flushables." Aleough the name
city drinking water as a taste- is applied to a bowling team, its
less teeth-building additive at a natural habitat suggests a rockcost of 15 CENTS per family per n-roll combo playing "The leader
YEAR. Can you think of anything of the Laundromat" and all the
cheaper than that?
rest of that idiom.
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Headquarters for The TOUGH BREED OF TIRES!

La
dai

Charlie Scales Store
Highway SI, North
— Phone 389 —

Fulton

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE-FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

Cpl. Joe W. Treas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. McCollum of Fulton, has been given an honorable
discharge. Cpl. Treas was stationed in New Guinea for a while, and
was later wounded while in the

100 Years Ago.: Thit. Week
Ai.

In a ceremony at Camp Nelson,
Maj. Gen. S. G. Burbridge, whom
Gen. Palmer had relieved, was
presented with a sword, belt and
spurs that had cost $1.000. The
money had been collected from Negro soldiers of the Fifth and Sixth
Brigades, U. S. Colored Cavalry of
Kentucky. Burbridge was referred
to as "the pioneer of freedom to
the slaves of Kentucky."
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There was some consternation
around the office Monday of this
week on receipt of a notice from
the Post Office that a subecrilier
living in Elkhart, Indiana had
"moved and left no address".
Elkhart, you know, was in the
path of the recent series of tornadoes that devastated the great
lakes region a couple of weeks
ago.
Butthings tamed out all right.
His Some wasn't" blown away, he
had merely moved back to Water
Valley and forgot to tell us.

NEWS NOTES
Despite moderately cold weather,
President Johnson took the bath at
the Capitol without a topcoat. —
Gadsden(Ala.)Tunes
Last year this Ulm, 1A135 men
and 600 women were Seeking unemployment. —Cape Breton (Nova
Scotia) Post
Robert F. Turner, head of Turner Contractors, is supervising a
team of his men in remodeling the
exteriors of a half-dozen local
merchants in the city's downtown
business section.—Fulbon (N. T.)
Patriot

IWell fix your tire on the spot

DONT LOSE VALUABLE WORKIN6 TIMEI
1.111.11111=Miminimmima

NO HIDDEN "EXTRAS"
when you finance your

TRUCK
or

AUTO
THROUGH YOUR

PCA

• With a PCA loan your payment
s are timed to
fit your farm income ... and you
can take
up to 36 months to pay!
• Equally important is the low
of a PCA
Auto or Truck Loan. There cost
never any
hidden" extras, no creeping are
costs! Interest
is charged only on the
outstanding balance of
your loan.
• And ... repayment in
full stops all Interest
charges ...• real
g! ICU pay RA
the folks who are
sayie
FIRST kti
CREDIT... Your

•
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
Hickman, Ky.
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SCATTERED PATTER
About People and Things
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A glorious Easter has come and
gone; with it came
the time for rededication and
renewal. The "something
new to wear for Easter" is symb
olic of putting away the
things of the past. The freshly
budded lillies, the candles, the women's frilly hats are all
the day. The Twin Cities were fille a part of the joy of
d with the brightness
of the new spring bonnets. Each
hat seemed to be followed by a camera and a fresh roll of
film. Just wonder
how many people had their pictures
taken in all their
finery. No one could miss Marie
Bushart and children,
Jim and Nancy, snapping away at
each other.
Easter time also brings the "unglorious" thing known as spring
cleaning,
with
the
recurring
thought of why do manufacturers
always feel they have to put out a
"new and improved" product which
takes so much- more work than the
perfectly effective old one. And
wouldn't it be nice if everyone
could use just the kind of dirt they
use on TV! You know the kind . .
all it takes is the flick of a cloth
,
the swish of a mop, the whisk of
a
broom, the whole •house just
gleams, and no one is ever tired or
mussed.

ville, arrived to spend the weekend with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
J. D. Hales.
Col. Paul Durbin visited with his
aunt Mrs. W. H. Purcell. .

her sister, Mrs. Milton Ezum.
Mrs. Harry Plott of Centralia,
spent Easter weekend with
relatives in Fulton.
Mrs. Cammie Newton and Miss
Dorothy Newton of Jackson were
Sunday visitors here.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Laine and
children have returned to Charleston, W. Va., after spending Easter
with his parents in Fulton.
P. D. Blaylock spent Easter
weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Blaylock.
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ALLSTATE Silent Guardsman
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• 20% more tread than any

original-equipment tire
s
• Rugged 4-ply NYLON
body
takes heat and bumps in
stri
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timed to
can take

Plus $1.87 Mfr's. Ex. Tax
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Interest
dance of

Plus $5.61
Mfr's.
Ex. Tax
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IMMEDIATE DELIVERY on most
!It SEARS Catalog Sales Office
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INDIAN HEALER AND ADVISOR
Touch of her hand will heal you. Sister Carol
has the Godgiven Power to Heal by Prayer. Everyone
welcome to come and
visit at Sister Carol's home. What you
see with your eyes, your
heart will believe. Are you suffering? Are
you sick? Do you have
bad luck? Bring your problems to Siste
r Carol today and be rid of
them tomorrow. She advises on all affai
rs of
life. There is no problem so great she
can't
solve (how to hold your job when you
have
failed, and how to succeed — call your frien
ds
and enemies by name without asking you
a
single word, and reunites the separated.)
Upon
reaching womanhood and realizing she had
the
God-given power to help humanity, Sister
Carol
has devoted a lifetime to this work. From
the
four corners of the world they come to
her—
white and colored — men and women of
all races and walks of
life. Guaranteed to remove evil influence
and bad luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard
luck and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will
convince you. She gives
lucky days and hands. Lifts you out of sorro
w and darkness and
starts you on the way to happiness and
success. Sister Carol is
here for the first time. Sister Carol invit
es you to her home. A
FREE LUCKY CHARM WILL BE GIVE
N WITH EACH READING. OPEN 7 a. m. to 10 p. m. Open 7 days
a week.
LOCATED 2 1-2 MILES NORTH OF FULT
ON, KENTUCKY,—ON
HIGHWAY 45 BETWEEN FULTON
AND WATER VALLEY
Look for Indianhead sign in front of her
home
WHITE AND COLORED WELCOME

Zing into spring!
in a new Chevrolet
•

It's "Dogwood
Sunday" At
Cape Girardeau
Each year, from 1000 to 1400 carloads of nature lovers converge on
the Trail of Tears State Park on
"Dogwood Sunday" to view one of
the heaviest concentrations of dogwood in the Midwestt.
Sunday, April 25th will again see
thousands of viewers out to enjoy
the profuse bloom along this area
of the park which is paved for
pleasant driving. The Trail of
Tears Park is 8 miles north of
Cape Girardeau on Route V.
Drive maps and copies of the
"Legend of the Dogwood" may be
secured at Wimpy's Drive-In at
the intersection of U. S. 61 and
Cape Rock Drive. The route will be
plainly marked with orange arrows.
The Chamber of Commerce, Jaycees and Jaycee wives who sponsor the tour extend a cordial welcome to all Sunday drivers to make
the tour.

*Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
*Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
*Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
303 Broadway

Thomas Hopkins, Mrs. Charles
Fields, Ray Wright;

SISTER CAROL

We Need Industrial Park
6.70-15 Tube -type Blackwal
l

Happy Birthday

There's Only ONE SISTER CAROL to Heal
by Prayer

Mr. and Mrs. J. Mac Scates
spent Easter with his mother Mrs.
J. H. Maddox.
Susan and Chuck Evces of Morgantown, West Virginia visited
When a woman decorates her
with her mother Mrs. C. H. Mchome and uses pretty colors, that's
Daniel.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Rogers and not new; she strives.to make her
daughter spent the time with her home lovely all the time. But what
is news are the perfectly yummy
father, Jack Edwards.
colors being used on some of the
There were so many, many visiMr. and Mrs. Larry Sullivan and build
ings in town. Wade Furniture
tors here for Easter: Peggy and daughters
visited with her father, Company and the
Sherwin Williams
Robert Koeling of Dallas, with Jack Edwa
rds, and Mr. and Mrs. Paint Store are
a matched set on
their children were visiting Peggy's Joe Fly.
lower Lake Street and make that
mother, Mrs. Clyde Williams, Sr.,
Ronnie Winston was here from end of •the street look just
and brother Clyde Williams, Jr.
fine.
Abilene Christian to visit with his Clarice Thorpe has had
her buildMr. and Mrs. Billy Carr of Lou- parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Wins- ing done in that some shade of
isville spent the weekend with his ton.
what can only be called "misty
mother, -Mrs. Myrtle "Carr and sisMiss Carol NcNeilly spent the green" and white. Upper Lake
ter, Mrs. Leslie Weaks.
weekend with her parents, Mn-and Street is a riot of colors, gold,
Mrs. Richard McNeilly.
grey, green, yellow. The town is
Mrs. Carmon Morrow of Fort
Miss Judy Kay Barron
Mr. and Mrs. Russ DeLong and getting ready for the Clean Up Lauderdale, Fla., visited with her
Fix up - Paint Up Week and while
daugh
ter
were
here
with her pardaughter, Mrs. Robert Rudolph.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Barron of Fulton, Kentucky
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Patterson. it may look like the tag end of a
,
rainb
have
announced the engagement of their daughter, Jud
ow,
no
one can say that
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunn enterLittle Jimmy Lawson and his
y
it is not sparkling and clean.
tained his mother, Mrs. Henry mother Mrs.
Kay, to Charlie David Betts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James E. Lawson
Allen
And speaking of Clean Up - Fix
Dunn, Sr. and sister, Mrs. Robert were home for
Bett
Easter.
s of Martin, Tennessee.
Up - Paint Up Week, did you know
Gray Ford of Fort Lauderdale.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Lillard that there are
one hundred and
Miss Barron is a senior at Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. James McDade and family of Carbondale, El. twenty entries for the Kiddies' Pa- High Schoo
l.
and daughter, Jean, of Grand spent the weekend here.
rade? That makes it the biggest
Mr.
Betts
is a 1962 graduate of
Prairie, Texas visited with relaMrs. Wayne White and children ever! Make sure you come and
Martin High School, a graduate of
are visiting her parents, Mr.
tives and friends.
see
the
effort
s these youngsters Tennessee
and
Military Academy, and
Mrs. J. Fred Gibson, for a week.
have put forth . . . it's 10 o'clock,
Miss Carolinda Hales who is a
is a Second Lieutenant in the Tenyou
know
,
on
Satur
day,
April 24.
Mrs. H. E. Harrison of Atlanta,
nessee National Guard. He is at
student at the University of LouisGa., is spending this week with
present employed by the American
(Continued on page seven)
Metal Products Company of Union
City, Tennessee.
The wedding will take place at
three o'clock in the afternoon on
Sunday, May 30, in the Nazarene
Church. The ceremony will be performed by Reverend Riley Lawrence, pastor of the church.
No formal invitations are being
sent, but all friends and relatives
4,
are cordially invited.
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The Fulton News, Thursday, April 22,
1965

April 27: Gwen Browder, Judy
Neeley; April 28: Judith Fields,
The News takes pleasure in wishShelly N. Valentine; April 29:
ing "Happy Birthday" to the folJames Bodker, Russell Carwile,
lowing friends:
Judith Davis, Jerry Allen Elliott,
April 23: Gary Wayne Isbell; Mike Moss, Marjoorie Pennington,
April 24: Vera McAlister, Johnny Bill Ward, Jerry Pope, Dorris
Woodruff; April 25:
Kenneth Morrison, Mary Ann Warren.
Brooks, Paula Whitlock, Dave Peterson, Charlene Hodges; April 26:
Visit Local Stores First

Corinne and Dub Burnette had a
full, happy household what with
having George and Jane and daughters, Beth and Teri here from
Louisville. George and Jane will
soon be making their home in Mayfield and are happily making plans
for their "return". Bill was here
for the holidays from Memphis
State.
Jean Biu-nette, who teaches in
San Bernadino, California, has just
returned to the mainland after
a trip to Hawaii. She flew there on
a Teachers' Tour. While there, a
group of the teachers rented a jeep
to see the more inaccesible parts
of the island. 'Twos a rugged and
bumpy, but almost unbelievably
beautiful, ten mile trip.

ce ILt
4th Tire
FREE

SP5

Judy Kay Barron, Charlie Betts
To Be Married In May Ceremony

Phone 20
Carr at Commercial

•

.• .1. •• •

'65 Chevrolet Impala Sport coupe

'65 Chevelle.Maliba 4-Door Station

'65 Chevy II Nova Sport

• .Atars:

.'

••

Wagon

Coupe

••

—.•••

.• •

Corvair Corsa Sport coup.
If you've been sitting tight waiting for'65
just
your kind of car, with just your kind of power,
at just your kind of price—wait no longer!

Chevrolet. It's a bigger, more Chevy Ef.
car so trim has a
beautiful car this year. Which right to No
be
thrifty. But
is why that handsome silhou- thrifty it is,sowith
moneyette could be mistaken for cars savers like brakes that
adjust
costing a thousand—even two themselves and a
longlived
thousand—dollars more.
exhaust system.
Chevelle. This one's got lively Corvair. Ask any '65 Corv
air
looks,spirited power,a softer owner how
it feels to drive a
ride—and remarkable room car with such
easy steering,
atop a highly maneuverable tenacious traction
and responwheelbase. No wonder it's sive rear7ellgi powe
r.And be
ne
today's favorite mid-size car. ready to do Ints of liste
ning.
Zing Into tilling in a new Chevrolet, Chevelle, Corv
air,

CHEVROLET

HIGH TIME TO TRADE
AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

Chevy if or'Corvette
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Phone Company Bringing In "Teachers" To
Help Us Learn To Use The New Dial System

OBION COUNTY
Dotage

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

44. de

Jobs Open For
Sanitarian%

Supervisor for Local r.:alth De- or ph,-les cours
es) are eligible for
partments, Kentucky State Depart- the position
of senior county sanment of Health. "There are pres- itarian. Beginning
salaries are $400
ently U vacancies in the state for per month. Applic
ation blanks for
this position, and there will
Qualified men are needed
prob- this position may be obtained from
to ably be additional
vacancies after county health departments, or from
serve as sanitarians in
county July 1," he added.
the Merit System Supervisor for
health departments,
announced
Local Health Departments,
College graduates witth
John Henniger, Merit
science East Main Street, Frankfort, 275
System backgrounds (biolo
Kengy, chemistry, tucky, 40601.
=I UNE IMO IMO MIMI
1=11 NEI EMI NMI Inn
IIIIO NMI NM NMI Mil
IIIIIII INN

FEEDER CALVES SELL GOOD
Last week the Obion County
Livestock Association had the
largest Spring Feeder Calf Sale
ever conducted by the local association when they sold 414 feeder
calves for a total of $45,565.29. The
With JIM PRYOR
•
calves averaged selling for $110.06.
ilintainerul Agent. Winner cantral Mina
The top pen was a pen of 388
Productive Soil .. . Our
pound Choice Hereford Steers
"Five of our girls will be callResponsibility
selling for $24.00 per CWT. The
ing to advise people about proper
Springtone Latex
bulk of the good and choice steers
Ise of the dial system, Direct
Soil fertility is the basis of huHoliday Home Outside
Distance
50-Foot Garden
Dialing, and
sold
other
from $22.50 to $23.00 and most
man progress because we must
phases of the conversion
promediu
ms
range
d
from
$21.00 to
have an assured food supply begram which is seeduled for June
fore we dare take time to do any $22.00.
20," said Mrs. Orr.
The heifer top price was a pen
of the tasks that are before us. The
Guaranteed washable:
The calls will also be made to
better the farmer manages his of good Angus Heifers weighing
white and colors
test dialing equipment and to be
White
land, the more muscle, brain and 435 pounds selling for $23.00 per
sure that the customer's dial or
creativity will be released to es- hundred. The bulk of the good and
Touch-Tone 'phones are working
tablish a high standard of living choice heifers sold from $19.00 to
and build
Christian civilization $20.00 and most mediums sold from
$18.00 to $19.00.
upon this earth.
Window
The Feeder Calf Sale committee
Land use is one of the oldest arts,
and one of the first to be improved considers the sale very successful
Steel Yard
upon by science. Much top soil has with over 95 percent of the calves
Wet
been destroyed by greedy or ignor- selling to local livestock buyers.
The
Feede
r
Calf
Commi
ttee
of the
The Future Nurses Club met ant usage. Vast numbers of people local
3 Colors: 36 x 6 ft.
livestock committee is comWednesday, April 14, 1965, in the are hungry today, partially because
posed
of
Johnn
Walls,
y
Paul
Grishof
this
misuse. Due to the applicaFarm Room. The president, Maram, Rufus Taylor, Charles Powell,
garet Omar, called the meeting to tion of scientific knowledge some
and
W. T. Garrigan, Jr.
land
has
maint
ained its fertility.
order and Letha Exum, secretary,
read the minutes of the last meet- Many secrets of proper farming
have been known to man since
ing.
Wicker Laundry
ANOTHER RAINY WEEK
Mrs. Braswell, sponsor of the Biblical times, but young America
Large Can Spray
Another week passes and no field
club, discussed tuberculosis, a di- forgot the lessons of the centuries
Fros
and
ty
had
work
Wrap Aluminum
to be taught again, and
for Obion County-farmers.
sease of the lungs. The meeting
was dismissed by Margaret Omar. sometimes it was the hard way. This field idleness is about to get
Since the 1930's, however, we have the best of the farmers. When weamade much progress in conserva- ther does clear up and ground dries
Round or Oval
WORDS I NEVER EXPECTED tion methods.
Assorted Colors
up this may mean running day and
TO HEAR
Today's farmer, who must be a night. But as the old saying goes
25 ft. per roll
ONLY S3.99 PER GAL.
scientist and engineer as well as "we're never failed to get our
"I know this is the third pay in- stewa
rd of the soil, has a respon- crops planted and harvested."
You can pay more and not crease
we've offered this year, but sibilit
get better. For all your won't you please take it anyway?" producy.tsGreat quantities of farm
LOOK AT YOUR ALFALFA
leave the farms of AmerLarge Size plastic Utility
If you haven't been in your
Paint needs visit - - "No reservation? Let's see, a ica daily, and their
residues go alfalfa field this week Hi-Quality dishwash
go look at
party of 10 . . . oh yes, I can seat into
sewage systems and your alfalfa. Last
week I was in 19
RAILROAD SALVAGE you immediately right over here dumpsthe
4Inch
Size Nylon
of our great cities daily. We alfalfa
fields and found a large
by the window."
must find a method to restore this
COMPANY
numbe
r
of the alfalfa weevil
"Sorr
one drink per cus- organic matter and humus to our worms
in 17 of the alfalfa fields.
Fulton, Ky. tomer isy,thebut
4th & Lake
with pouring spout
limit in this bar. We're soil.
The forms were small but we
Quart bottles
opposed to heavy use of alcohol!"
The legumes wnich manufacture think that the control measu
res for
nitrogen from the air are no long- killing the worms should
start beer equal to the task. It is fortun
ate fore this week is over. We will
that we have the knowledge
to need to spray the alfalfa twice bemake nitrogen from the air in
elec- fore the first cutting with Malathtrical plants. We can also derive ion at the rate of 2 1-2
pints of
nitrogen from petroleum, which
is 55 percent Malathion per acre.
a product of the decomposition
of
plants of ages past. We have store- FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
May 4 - Lamb Pool- Union City
houses full of phosphorus, potash
May 10 - Wool Pool - Union City
and other plant nutrients to fortif
y
May 1 - Plant corn if possible Owned and Operated by
the soil so that it will nouris
Wendel and Louise Butts
h before May 1.
plants. We mine these materi
Fulton and Hickman
mu
als
am
mg
mg so NEN Now um mil am mum me
from the earth and improve their
NEN OEM NM NMI MI OM
MEM
availability by processing, much
as we cook food in order to make
it
more digestible.
AMMO-PHOS
,
helps the crop on every acre
The traditions of good farmi
ng
work full time for top yields and better qualand the scientific knowledge
of reity. AMMO-PHO”'is both ... immediately
cent generations together are
available and long lasting.
not
•=;:.
adequate for the demands of
the
307 BROADWAY
future. We have much to learn
OPEN 9:00 to 9:00
9:00 to 6:00
about the function and the
SOU
TH
FUL
TON
balance
MON
.
FRI.
SAT
.
TUES.- WED.- THITR
of the billions of bacteria that
live
FERTILIZERS
in every cubic inch of our
farm
land. It is thought by some
that a
made only by/l111.
knowledge of the big four; nitrogen, phosphate, potash and calcium is not enough, but that trace
elements, enzymes and other factors still unlabeled will have
a
-PHONE 51marked influence on the way land
Mark Down Down
$11.00 to $9.00
will produce for future generations.
Prices on Larg
Members of the Southern Bell
Telephone Company's Customer
Consultant Bureau will begin
railing all subscribers in Fulton
and South Fulton this Friday, according to
an announcement
made today by Mrs. Barbara
Orr head of tk bureau for the
Paducah District.

properly.
"It's real important that everyone has a 'Blue Book of Telephone Numbers' because part of
our calling proceedure involves
material in it. The books were
mailed out this week and if anyone hasn't received a copy they
can obtain one by calling the
Southern Bell Business office at
9000," said Mrs. Orr.
It will take five to six weeks to
call everyone and the girls who
will do the calling are: Mrs.
Pauline Rade, Mrs. Clara King
and Mrs. Violet Hosie, long distance operators from Paducah.
Mrs. Zearle Robey, operator from
Fulton, and Mrs. Eleanor Mathis,
temporary operator from Fulton,
are also part of the group.

7evcete

SPECIAL SAVINGS FOR Clean-Up, Pai
nt-Up, Fix-Up

Future Nurses Club
Hears Mrs. Braswell

PAINT

HOUSE PAINT

$2.99 Gallon

$2.99 Gallon

HOSE
$1.00

SHADES

RAKES
$1.00

MOPS
2 for $1.00

BASKETS

$1.00

ENAMEL

FOIL

$1.00

3 Rolls $1.00

97c

PAINT BRUSH
$1.00

LIQUID SOAP

PAItS

2 for $1.00

more grown
on every acre_

2 for $1.00

DOLLAR STORE

BIGGER CROPS...MORE PROFITS

• N.HIRSCH & 0
.

AMMO-PHOS.

AFTER EASTER CLEARANCE
LADIES DRESSES

City Coal Co.

TAKE YOUR PICK!

$2.85 I $1.45
PINT
1,2 PINT
S45.75 Case of Fifths

GLENMO
GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
p

100 PROOF
OIMTILLUI

90 PROOF

IMITYLEO IIY 0LI111011. SISTILUIO1 COMP/MY. LOUI3YIU.1 OWEIS8010. CIJITOCIff

Grain Program
Setting Records
Preliminary signup figures for
the 1965 grain program indicate'
that new records may be set, Ed
Jones,
Chairman,
Agricultural
Stabilization and
Conservation
State Committee, said
today.
Based on almost-complete State
returns through March 25, the
program throughout the country
has 1,373,709 producers signed up
to divert 34.1 million acres. This
acreage for diversion is within 1
percent of last year's record 34.3
million acres.
Including farms signed up under
the program's malting barley provision, the 1965 feed grain program has 1.378,138 producers signed up-41,000 more than the previous record set in 1962. Base acreage on enrolled farms also is at
at a new high of 79.8 million
acres as compared with the 1964
record of 77.7 million" acres.
In Tennessee, 51,333 producers
have signed up to take part in the
1965 feed grain program, compared with 48,112 signing up in 1964.
Acreage
for diversion in the
State totals 691.437 acres for 1965,
compared with 646,857 acres in
1964

Phone Subscribers
Mailed Blue Books
Southern Bell subscribers in Ful- ton, South Fulton, Clinton and
Hickman this week are receiving
copies of a "Blue Book of .Telephone Numbers."
"We urgently request everyone
to study the books carefully between now and June 20, the conversion date, because they contain
a great deal of information about
the new te4epbone services," said
Curt Mathis, local Manager.

e
Group of Our Ladies
Spring Dresses

$9.00 to $7.00
$6.00 to $5.00
$4.00 to $3.00

DUSTERS
50c

MADRAS
Tennis Shoes

* Sizes 4 to 10
* Latest

1 66
•$

CHILDRENS
Tennis Shoes

* New Shipment of our all
Cotton Ladies Dusters
* Sizes Small, Medium
and Large

Plaid
* Sizes
81/2 to 3

$1.66

BLOUSES
PETTI-PANTS

FOR THE AND THE
Young Ladies

$1.00

* Sizes Small
Medium
and Large
* White & Colors

3:c -

* Sizes 30 to 40
And 9 to 18

* Bright Spring Colors

MENS PANTS

$3.00
• Combed Cotton
• Sizes 29 to 36
* Most Wanted Colors
Black, Beige and
Drab Olive

k'

BOYS PANTS

BATH TOWELS

$1.50

Fa
White
:
Brand

Reg. $2.00
• Sizes 6 to 16
* Color Black Beige
and Olive

BOYS SHIRTS
$1.00
• Sizes 6 to 16
* All Cotton
• Stripes. Solids
and Plaids

a
a
6
tl

50c

MEN
SHIRTS
$1.19
• Sizes Small
Modlum and
Large
• Button Down
and Plain Collar

Name

2

ses) are eligible for
senior county sang salaries are $400
lication blanks for
y be obtained from
artments, or from
em Supervisor for
Departments, 275
et, Frankfort, KenSEW NMI 111W

P,Fix-Up
Garden

SE
.00
OW

ES
36 x 6 ft.
00
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DEATHS
Noah D. Simpson

Newt Easley
Spray

Colors

Funeral services for Newt Easley were held Tuesday in the Cuba
Church of Christ, with Bro. Henry
Hargus and Bro. Donald Hall officiating. Burial was in the church
cemetery. Roberts Funeral home
was in charge.
Mrs. Easley, 83, died suddenly
at his home, Route 1, Lynnville,
last Sunday. He was a retired
farmer.

dishwash

SOAP
ottles

Surviving are one daughter, Mrs.
Leslie Howard, Route 1, Lynnville;
three sons, Marvin Easley of Fulton, Coy Easley of Mayfield and
Wilson Easley of Detroit, five
grandchildren and five great grandchildren. .

$1.00
Mrs. Paul Wade
Seeks Constant
Cancer Detection
Hickman
am gm on

immomorv
111

AS
oes

.66
ENS
oes

.66
TS
Ors

"I am asking every woman in
South Fulton for just five minutes
of her time each month, every
month - five minutes which might
save her .life." Mrs. Paul Wade,
supervisor of nurses at Hillview
Hospital, made the appeal today
as the American Cancer Society
announced that in 1965 alone some
62,000 American women will learn
that the lump in their breast has
been diagnosed as cancer.

Sitar
COLY

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, April 21:

Noah D. Simpson, 80, father of
J. D. Simpson of Fulton, died on
FULTON HOSPITAL
April 17 at his home, 637 Wilford
W.
J.
Wooten, E. E. Myrick, Miss
Street, in Mayfield.
Maude Morris, Mrs. Dan Hill, Mrs.
In addition to J. D., he is sur- William Cannon and baby, Mrs.
vived by his wife; two daughters, Leslie Hopper, Gary Stephens,
Farrar Gargus of Mayfield and Otis Melton, Mrs. Milton Exum,
Wyllodene Wright of Nashville; one Fulton; Mrs. E. E. Mount, Miss
brother, Virgil Simpson of Los Juanita Gambill, Mrs. R. S. BransAngeles; two sisters, Mrs. Ethel ford, Mrs. Harry Bloodworth, TomHarding of Mayfield and Mrs. my Greer, Jerry Richardson, South
Flora Kemp of Daytona Beach, Fulton; Miss Elizabeth Russell,
Fla., six grandchildren and five Mrs. James Brown, R,oute.1, Fulgreat grandchildren.
ton; Horace Norman, Route 2, FulFuneral services were held on ton; Neuman Croft, Route 3, FulMay 20 in Roberts Funeral Home ton; Mrs. Eura Alexander, Route
chapel, Mayfield, with Bro. Mc- 4, Fulton; Mrs. John Cooley, Route
Kendree, of the North Side Church, 5, Fulton; Bob Robey, 0. C. Burof Christ in Mayfield, officiating. ton, Arlie Morris, Jarties Byrns,
Burial was in the Williams Ceme- Water Valley; Mrs. Billy Brame,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs. A. E.
tery in Weakley County.
Pallbearers were Burnett Gar- Blaylock, Mrs. W. W. Marr, Alf
gus, Paul Dill,- A. R. Austin, Ed Cunningham, Route 1, Dukedom;
Simpson, Billy Joe and James Mrs. Edgar Atteberry, Route 1,
Crutchfield; Annie Lou Kirby, ClinBoyd Harding.
ton; Mrs. Jim Gore, Watertown,
Mass.
JONES HOSPITAL
Rufus Sellars, Mrs. J. T. Powell,
Mrs. Raymond Adams, W. D. Harvey, Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. Harry Shupe, J. D. Faulkner, J. H.
Harrison, Mrs. Warren Bard, Mrs.
James Choate, Mrs. Charles Akers,
Fulton; Mrs. Ada Ross, Coy Harrison, Mrs. Sue Webb, Dukedom; D.
C. Cox, Wingo; Mrs. Mack Ward,
Mrs. Kitty Cosby, Clinton.
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, Rev. Joe
McMinn, Mrs. Annie Ross, Paul
Pennell, June Vetters, Mrs. Raymond Faulkner, Mrs. Josephine
French, Ronnie Brockwell, Herbert
Grissom, Fulton; Mrs. Bobby Wall,
Mrs. Norris Dame, Charles Toon,
Mrs. H. N. Strong, South Fulton;
Howard Connor, Mayfield; Mrs.
Don Webb, Dukedom; Glynn
Starks, Mrs. Alvie Williams, Guy
Hopkins, Wingo; Sam Mathis,
Lynnville; David Myars, Columbus.

Pepsi-Cola Unveils
"Dream House" And
Shopping Spree Idea

Pepsi Cola Company is offering
a lucky American consumer a
dream house . , . guaranteed
problem free.
The house, a Johns-Manville
ranch-style home complete with
kitchen appliances and lot (a
$40,000 value) is part of the first
prize in Pepsi's spectacular 1965
"When breast cancer is found $2,000,000 Shopping Spree promoearly, before it has spread," Mrs. tion. This contest, according to
Wade said, "better than eight out Pepsi, will be the single largest
of ten women can be saved. When promotion in the history of Amerithe diagnosis is made later, the can business.
chances of survival drop to less The other part of the first prize
than half. A few minutes spent in is a "houseful" of groceries. The
breast self-examination once a lucky winner gets to fill the
month can save the lives of thous- house by means of a free grocery
ands of women through early diag- Shopping Spree for the entire
family. They'll have 30 minutes
nosis."
Breast cancer claims the lives of to race up and down the aisles of
more women than any other type their favorite food store, grabbing
of cancer. This year, according to all the groceries they can. Pepsicost
the American Cancer Society, Cola will pay the full retail
collected.
items
food
the
all
of
of
many
die,
will
women
26,000
There will be over 150,000 other
whom might have been saved.
prizes. These will include more
"The tragic thing," Mrs. Wade family Shopping Sprees, ten new
went on to say, "is that the death Oldsmobile Vista-Cruiser station
rate from breast cancer could and wagons, and thousands of gift
should be falling each year, but it certificates (some worth $1,000
isn't. Many women are afraid to each), redeemable for merchanexamine themselves regularly, dis.e'of the winners' choice.
And still there will be more — a
afraid they will find a lump in their
breast. Not all tumors mean can- local aspect to the Shopping
cer. More often they are benign, Spree promotion. Each week for
harmless. But any thickening or six weeks, the local Pepsi Bottler
lump should mean an immediate will be awarding 29 gift certificates valued from $2.00 to $25.00
visit to a physician."
each.
In addition to the monthly selfexamination, Mrs. Wade urged all
HIGHWAY LAMENT
women to have a health check-up
with whom I'd gladly
driver
The
This
physician.
a
by
once a year
fight
examination,
will include a breast
Approaches at night with headas well as a pelvic examiantion,
lights bright.
brief
test
and a "Pap" smear
—Liz of The Tunnel Top
and painless - which insures prothe
of
cancer
against
tection
LOCAL MERf''IANT;) HAY— a
uterus.

THIS WEEK'S
CASH JACKPOT

300
Be Sure To Get Your
Card Punched!

::59c

Shortening

6 PAK

NORA LARKIN
407 Smith Street
South Fulton, Tenn.

Money Must Be Claimed By
8: a. m. Monday Morning.

ESSEi
tru
: B laY
TOAe
OUFU

Jewe

RECENT

$150.00 WINNER

LEAN CENTER CUT

1.1

CANDY BARS Assorted . . . . 19c PORK CHOPS . . Center Cut Lb. 69c
STARKIST
SKINELESS
TUNA 11SH . . . . 3-7oz. Cans 89c BEEF LIVER . . . . Sliced Lb. 49c
GOOD HOPE
ELM HILL
TEA . . . Pound Pkg. Only 99c PICNIC . . . Fully Cooked Lb. 45c

EGGS

Roast 'LC 49c

9t

Grade
LARGE
DOZ.

MAXWELL HOUSE

BONELESS

COFFEE Folgers Inst. 10 oz. Jar $1.29 PORK ROAST . . Boston Butt Lb. 49c
SAUSAGE
PLMOUTH
EE
. . . . 3 Lb. Pkg. $1.00
ICE CREAM . . . 1-2 Gallon Crt. 59c
SWIFT'S

SLICED JOWL

LUNCHEON

3 Lb. Pkg. $1.00
. . . 3- 12 oz. Cans $1.00 HICKORY SMOKED
HUNT'S THE BEST
LIVER . SLICED Fresh Lb. 29c
. . 3- 29 oz. Cans $1.00 PORK
COCKTAIL
FRESH MEATY
Lb. 19c
Hair Spray 13 oz. Cans 99c NECK - BONES or PIG FEET
SUAVE
10 Lb.
PRE/4 .

Su

89( Bacon Tr 49c

WM* Si I00
P wre 6411 *acleign.
KIM, 'heat c• and
Ice Cream

SHOULDER or ENGLISH

10 PER PKG.

PAR-T-AID . . . . . . .Only 29c BEEF ROAST . . . . . .
SUNNYLAND
nELAK . . . . . .
l
OET
FN
CORN OIL . . Margarine Lb. 29c iR
FINE TO GRILL
BRIGHT STAR
FLOUR
. . . . 25 Lb. Bag $1.69 CLUB STEAK . . . . . .
BONELESS
JUMBO DELICIOUS
ORANGE DRINKS . . . . Quart 29c STEW BEEF . . . All Lean

29
•
0
2
trult Pies Pi sch cp
SWISS MISS

FROSTY ACRES Chick & Beef TURKEY

Lb. 59c
Lb. 49c
Lb. 79c
Lb. 69c

FRESH DELICIOUS HOT BARN=
Pork- Beef • Chicken. Rat
OLD FASHION

POT PIES . . . . 5 -8 oz. Pies $1.00 BOLOGNA . . . Sliced Free Lb. 29c
LEAN
First Cut Lb. 49c
FIFTETAirCHIPS . . . Twin Pak 49c PORK CHOPS .
SKINLESS
GOLD MEDAL
SALAD DRESSING . . . Quart 39c CALF LIVER . . . . Sliced Lb. 79c
111".

California

Each'

PEARS 10c1

Delicious Apples
Golden & Red
1 Large Size Ea. 10C

1 Florida Oranges
Lb.
lat.
a Bag %JOU

I

\Florida Grapefruit

11

5

Lb.
Bag

39

..•••••

•••••••-

GOLDEN RIPE AND DELICIOUS

ELS
only
s Name

Pepsi-Cola Bottlers'Enter

$2,000,000
SHOPPING
SPREE
Details at the
Pepsi display

-

Strawberries7:29c BANANAS OLNBLy 10c
m E "S7/1/61:2

Vt9e.A. Cke

T You

FRIENDLY

IGGLIMIVIGGL

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking

Prices In This Ad
Good thru Sat. April 24th

We Reserve The Right
To LLmit

Store Hours 8 till 9: p. m.
6 days 9-7 pm.Sundays
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey FrioIds

Miss Ruth Harris left Saturday
for her home in Tallahassee, Fla.,
after spending the past week at the
bedside of her mother, Mrs. T. T.
Harris.
Zack McClure has been very sick
and confined to his bed for the past
few weeks, suffering from complications. Dr. Wilson, of Dresden, is
the attending physician. We hope
for him a very soon recovery.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. and the evening service,
'ield preceding the Baptist Trainng Union..
Stanley Ford is suffering some
•nfection in his toe that has caused
mnsiderable pain, thus requiring
medication.
Reports from the bedside of J.
W. Bynum, who is a patient in the
3aptist Hospital in Memphis,
.there he has undergone surgery a
veek ago, are now favorable and

Ar

all friends here wish for him a
most speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. David Lassiter and
little daughter, Jacqueline, arrived
Saturday from Akron, Ohio, to
spend the Easter holidays with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton
Lassiter, near here, and Mr. and
Mrs. Mancel Wright of Dresden
Route. They are having a nice visit
with all relatives.
Miss Sammie Jane Mathis returned home from Hillview Hospital Thursday, after several days
treatment for pneumonia. She is
improved, to the delight of all
friends, and will return to Cuba,
Ky. High School in a few days.
All the friends of Wess Jones
will be glad to know he is now at
home, after a sojourn of several
days in Hillview Hospital, undergoing some treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Warren are
planning to rebuild their house, recently destroyed by fire here. At
the present they are living with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Griffith.
Mrs. Dave Mathis is about the
same and has been indisposed the
past week. We hope she will soon
be restored.
Mr. and Mrs. George Haygood
and children, of Elgin, Ill., were
here for the Easter holidays with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis
of this village and Mr. and Mrs.
Alvis Haygood of Fulton, Route 3.

tong Inlaid Linoleum,

—Vinyl and Tile.
—D3wns Carpetirg
—Urholstering, Modern a

EUROPEAN TOUR

Barry Adams and Barry Roper
of Fulton are members of the MurAntique
ray, State College A Cappella choir,
which will represent the College
JAMES HAZELWOOD and the State on a 21-day tour of
. European countries in June.

Lipscomb Plans
High School Day
High School. students, ninth
through 12th grades, are invited to
be guests of David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Team., May 1, for
annual High School Day activities,
including a free picnic lunch.
Last year 1090 visitors registered
from 153 cities and towns in Alabama, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Ohio, and
West Virginia. From 1100 to 1200
are expected this year, Vice-President Willard Collins, director of
the program, said this week.

Fulton Seniors
Again Lead In
Honor Students
Principal J. M. Martin has this
week announced the Fulton High
School honor roll for the fifth six
weeks.
Seniors making all A's are: Andy
Batts, Ken Morgan, Betty Bennett,
Sylvia Carden, Carole Luther, Sally
Pirtle, Margaret Poe and Nancy
Treas. A's and B's: Terry Adams,
Charles Allen, Waymon Hancock,
Chuck Pawlukewicz, Don Reed,
Stuart Voelpel, Jerry Wells, Terry
Willingham, Judy Barron, Sandra
Cash, Phyllis Crocker, Jennifer
Duncan, Jane Edwards, Patti Hixson, Carolyn Wood, Anita Kilgo,
Mae Mann, Andrea Melton, Sherry
Milstead, Marie Ruddle, Terry
Thomas, Susan Walker and Nancy
Williamson.
Juniors - All A's: Jeanie Hinton,
Sara Jane Poe and Peggy Reams.
A's and B's: Rodney Foster, Mike
Stephens, Betty Beadles, Anita
Bondurant, Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Carol Pigue and Cecelia
Wright.
Sophomores - All A's: Mike
Campbell. A's and B's: Steve Henderson, Steve Jones, Buddy Myers,
John Reed, Randall Roper, Carbie
Lou Bolin, Marjorie Collier, Brenda
McBride, Joyce Tharpe.
Freshmen - All A's: Denzel
Dukes, Cynthia Homra and Joyce
Tucker. A's and B's: David Dunn,
Glenn Fry, Jimmy Treas, Carolyn
Allen, Ruth Ann Burnette, Rita
Craven, Susan Crittenden, Roma
Foster, Kathy Fulcher, Beverly
Overby, Patricia Ray and Mary Jo
Westpheling.

Ophelia Speight
Named Co-Chairman

c

After a hard-played 18 boles, it's good to
settle down on a soft chair in the club
house and add up the score with friends.
What better time for the drink that scores with
almost every golfer—cool, thirst-quenching beer?
Yes, beer's great to relax with, great for refreshment, great for taste. So whatever your sport—
boating or baseball—swimming or tennis—relak'
afterwards with the zestful taste of beer.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

Boxes Furnished
for your convenience

Free Pickup &
Delivery on all
Storage

STORAGE

New Proposal Suggests Election
Of A State Board Of Education
The State superintendent of public instruction would be appointed
by a State Board of Education
elected by the people, under a proposal approved by the education,
health and welfare committee of
the Constitution Revision Assembly.
The superintendent, who may not
succeed himself, is now one of nine
statewide officials elected every
four years by the people. The present State board of seven members
is now appointed by the Governor.
Procedure of the committee at
an April 13 meeting in the State
Capitol was to conduct a public
hearing on the question, clear the
proposal through a subcommittee
on education, and then submit it
for approval to the full committee.
The committee, headed by Rumsey B. Taylbr, Sr., Princeton, is
now ready to submit this recommendation with any others it may
have to the full assembly for approval before ultimate submission
to a vote by the people.
At the hearing in the House
Chamber, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
current superintendent of public instruction, and J. Marvin Dodson,
executive secretary of the Kentucky Education Association, stated they believe that any revision of
the present 1891 Constitution which
strips voters of the power to elect
either superintendents or the board
that appoints superintendents
would be defeated at the polls.
Appointment of the superintendent by an elected board has been
advocated for some time by the
State Department of Education, the
Kentucky Education Association,
the Kentucky Association of School
Administrators, and the Kentucky
School Boards Association.
The same principle has been endorsed by the Kentucky Congress
of Parents and Teachers and the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation. A spokesman for the Kentucky Federation of Woman's Clubs
urged its adoption- at_the committee's public hearing.
Announcement of the result of
a poll of school board members in
the state's 204 school districts on
three proposals was made by Maurice Bement, executive secretary
of the school boards association.
With 10 points for first choice,
five for second, and one for third,
the results were: appointment by

•CA.YCE NEWS
By Mies Claris. Beadurant

children, of Memphis, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Smith, Sr.

-- We are sorry Mrs. A. Simpson
has been a patient in the Fulton
William 'McCiana.
Mrs
'
and
Mr
'
han and children of St. Louis spent Hospital. We wish her a speedy rean elected board, 918; election by
last weekend with her parents, Mr.
popular vote on a nonpartisan baland Mrs. Gentry Harris.
lot, 420; appointment by board
Scott Ammons, of Murray, spent
named by governor, 183.
last week with his grandparents,
Dr. Sparks said that since World
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons.
War II, nine states have provided
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Oliver of
for the election of state boards of
education. He added that despite Philadelphia, Pa., have returned to
efforts by pressure groups no state their home after a week's visit
had returned to the appointive sys- with Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
Clarice.
tem for state board members.
In a summary of his position on
Mr. and Mrs. James Wallace and
the question, Dr. Sparks added the son, James Earl, of Chamblee,
people of Kentucky do not want Ga., and Bobby Tibbs of Memphis
their state board of education ap- are visiting their parents, Mr. and
pointed by the governor. He said Mrs. Earl Tibbs.
an elected State board would insuMiss Lynette Oliver and John
late the schools from political conMiles
Bennett of Memphis spent
trol.
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Wade and Andy and Mrs.
Edna Alexander. Mrs. Ethel Oliver
returned hbme with her, after a
six weeks visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Keithly Cruce and
children were Sunday dinner guests
of Mrs. Lurline Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pruett and
son, Howard, of St. Louis are visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Freeze.
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith and

MARTIN
SEWN
PAINTS

SERVICE
REPAIRS

Ar_fennas Installed

Ft-LE-VISION
106 Main
Phon 307

THE

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

&vitt,/

Falk= Ky.

BOURBON

6 Years Old 90 Proof
GREFN LABEL
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY
HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC BARDSTOWN, NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY

Miss Ophelia Speight, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Speight of
Fulton, is co-chairman of the 11man student steering committee
planning the "Little Kentucky
Derby" weekend at the University
of Kentucky this weekend.
The "Derby" is a student-planned all-campus social weekend
which provides scholarships for
worthy students. Events include
such variety as a queen contest,
dance, talent acts and bicycle
racing.
FRIENDLINESS
I have an equestrienne friend ...
Rhoda Horst . . . a clairvoyant
friend .. . Crr;tal Ball . . . and an
Indian friend . . . Bowen Are . . .
GO TO CHURCH STJNDAY

store your
WINTER GARMENTS

I wish to make public my announcement for the office of Sheriff of Fulton County,
subject to the action of the Democratic Primary election May 25, 1965.
Having been your sheriff for one term. I feel that I can use the past experience to the
benefit of this office. I have been a law-enforcement officer for several years. I served on
the police force at Fulton for approximately four years and during those four years I reached the position of chief. I served as deputy sheriff of Fulton County for two years and as a
policeman for thore than a year in Hickman.

Give Your Winter Garments
Proper Care This Summer
Box Storage
Safe, economical,- insured. Convenient
for those wanting to store a large
quantity of clothing. $2.95 for entire
winter wardrobe, plus regular cleaning charges. Includes $200.00 insurance.

Individual Garment Storage
Fully Insured. Just the thing if you
have a few special garments to store.

Regardless of the dangers involved, I have always fulfilled my job as a law-enforcement officer. I most earnestly and sincerely pledge myself to do to the best of my ability
all the jobs pertaining to the office of sheriff, if given the opportunity to serve you.

Fur Storage
Safe for your precious furs. Complete
cold storage.

PROPER STORAGE OF
Winter GRrments Requires A
Vault Built To Underwriters
Specifications.

Please consider this announcement as my personal plea for your vote and influence.

Automatic with temperature control
Automatic Humidity Control

Pick Up Your
F r0
Box Today
Moth proofing
—NOTHING TO PAY 'TIL FALL—

in air that's
COOL,
FRESH and DRY!

M. E."Red" GARRISON
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spent the
Mrs. EverA. Simpson
the Fulton
k speedy re-

Miss Sara Jane Poe, a
r verse poem entitled "Reality."
a Fulton High School, was junio
notifisd Monday
that her
poem
"Reality" has been accepted for
REALITY
publication by the National High
I am an Amazon
School Poetry Press. She is the
I am a Prometheus bearing fire.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. A.
I am strong because of the strong.
Poe.
I am secure, safe.
The poetry association prints a Each
sheltered day I smile.
different anthology of student
I am happy because of the sad.
poetry each semester
of the I am living in the past.
school year. Students from all I am
not Atlas.
over the United States submit I sink
wider the weight.
their poems through the English I
am afraid and weak,
Department of their school..The No
wall surrounds me,
poems are then judged by the No one
softens the blows.
Poetry Press, whose headquarters I am alone
,
are in Los Angeles, California.
Cryin
Copies of the anthologies are Aching,
g.
available to students and teachers No one
hears, no one comes.
at a cost of two dollars.
I know.
The following is Sara Jane's free It's now.

Mrs.Fannie Williams Makes Known Chestnut Gla
de
Engagement Of Daughter, Sandra Makes Progress
In Group Reading

E Co.

Greenfield Monument Works

In the following varieties:
Certified Dixie King
Rex Smooth Leaf —
Stoneville 213
—
Empire
D&PL Smooth

Stop weeds and grass in cotton all summer long,
— Wet or Dry — With

TREFLAN

Rev. Paul Jones, pastor of the
host church, 'brought the devotion. The business session was
presided over by the president,
Mrs. Don Hancock, assisted by
Mrs. Roper Jeffress, secretarytreasurer. Mrs. Charles Bennett,
WMU president of the host church,
welcomed the guests.
Mrs. Paul Stewart of Paducah,

THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
April 22 and 23 Thurs. - Friday
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts at 7:45
George Hamilton-Susan Oliver
CHEATIN HEART
And at 9:30
Johnny Cash
HOOTENANNY HOOT

ATTENTION SOYBEAN PLANTERS!

Starts at 7:45
Glenn Ford - Stella Stevens
ADVANCE TO THE REAR

Get your seed now; there is a possibility that soybeans may get scarce this year.

and at 9:25
Bob hope
A GLOBAL AFFAIR

DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE

IN 1947 THROUGH 1964

STULL'S

UNION CITY

HYBLZJDS

PAGEANT

A competition to select the 1965
"Miss Union City" will be held
at the Union City high school gym
April 23, beginning at 7:30 p. m.

WON THE
GRAND CHAMPIONSHIP
AT THE
KENTUCKY STATE FAIR

We Need 'nd•—•rial Park

GROWN IN KENTUCKY FOR KENTUCKY FARMER
S

SEE YOUR LOCAL STULL'S DEALER

U PONT
Of I

Paper
and
Housepaint

SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

Phone 67

Mill, Phone 651

Feed & Seed, Phone 202

FOR CLEAN-UP, PAINT -UP, FIX -UP TIME

P -SEASON FAN SPECIAL!
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Starts at 7:45
Elvis Presley
IT HAPPENED AT THE
WORLD'S FAIR
and at 9:25
Glenn Ford - Shirley Jones
THE COURTSHIP OF EDDIE'S
FATHER
CLOSED TUES. - WED.

WIP01.114
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Then at 10:45 - Kim Novak In
BOYS NIGHT OUT

Polito') 241 Central Ave.

SELL

The Chestnut Glade Home DemPhone 126 or 1678
onstration Club held its regular
April meeting in the home
of
Mrs. James Hicks.
New and Used Shotguns.
Mrs. W. C. Morrison directed
the song "Easter Bonnet" and Pistols, Rifles
the devotional, on "Faith" was
106 W. State Line
Leader Sporting Goods
given by Mrs. Jim Burke. The
Phone 126
roll call was answered by each 414 LAKE ST.
PHONE 206
member naming their favorite
type of apron.
Annotmeement was made of a
county-wide meeting for instructions in the art of cane seating
for chairs. Anyone interested in
'this craft is invited to attend the
meeting. Plans were made for
each member to take
FOR YOUR
tetanus
vaccine before the May meeting.
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
It was pointed out that this is a
very important safety measure.
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERA
GE
A report was given by Mrs. V.
'FARM LOANS
C. Simpson of the information
OFFICE PHONE 5
208 MAIN STREET
concerning the Cancer, Crusade,
meeting at the Gateway. Mrs.
FULTON, KENTUCKY
which she received at a recent
Harvey Vaughan gave a report on
the county-iNide trip to Nashville
and Mrs. Jim Burke gave a report of the County Council meeting.
A reading report revealed that
the reading project is progressing
nicely, with several having quail;ied for a reading certificate and
,7ome almost having qualified for
an advanced certificate.
Mrs. Jimmie Westbrook gave an
interesting report on colors to
brighten the home and Mrs. Jim
Burke demonstrated several types
of lamp shades and gave suggestions for cleaning them.
Mrs. Helen Wiley, home agent,
presented a film, "Using Pesticides Safely" which gave valuable
information concerning the different types of pesticides for
various types of pests. She also
gaVe valuable information on
methods of utilizing the nutritional value in the preparation
and 'serving of foods.
The recreation was directed by
Mrs. Laverne Owensby.

Sat. Only, April 24
TRIPLE FEATURE

Phone 399

1

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

We have it in stock!

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

'4

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

law school this Fall, and is home
until then getting some experience
(Continued from Page Three)
in his fatffer's office. It is evident
TIME
MARCHES ON
DE- that such a nice associate, even
PARTMENT: Eating Easter Sun- temporary, couldn't happen to a
day breakfast at the Derby with prouder Dad, and at such a busy
time, too.
the family, we round that identifying the home-folks was a mighty
difficult task, what with all those
Her visit was short, but pleasant
new clothe§ 'n everything. Everybody looked like glamorous stars and oh so welcome! Ella Doyle, en
of some kind or another . . . that's route to a new and completely fabuwhy we had to look mighty hard lous assignment in Fort Wayne,
and long at a lovely young lady Indiana crowded in a lot of pleaseated opposite from us, who look- sure for the home-folks, and pared like somebody we know very ticularly for her old friend Susan
well. Discounting the Easter look, (McDaniel) Evces, who with her
we found that the object of our at- husband Chuck, visited her mother
tention was correct . . . it was and sister Terry, for Easter. We'll
Nancy Adams, looking like Fifth wait for Ella to write us about her
Avenue, home for a quick trip, new job before we attempt to tell
en route to Chicago from New York you about it.
Miss Sandra Williams
for a personal appearance. She
Announcement has been made a regis
was with her mother, which
tered nurse on t e Fulton
We were about to call it a day, of the engagement of Miss Sandra Hospital staff.
prompted a dressed up lady in our
Kay
Willi
ams,
daughter of Mrs.
family to observe . . . "which one late Sunday afternoon, when we
Mr. Walker is also a graduate
heard some familiar voices calling Fannie Williams, to Michael Allen of Fulton High
is the young Adams lady?"
School and is
"anybody home." A carload of Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jess presently an
engineering student
Walke
r.
seven of our nieces and nephews
at the Unive
Miss Williams is a graduate of Knoxville, rsity of Tennessee in
were "out riding" and drove up
Tennessee.
And in the same department, we here from Clark
sdale, Mississippi Fulton High School and of the
The wedding will be solemnized
find James Warren and his son
St.
Josep
h School of Nursing in in the First
. a round trip of 414 miles. They
Christian Church in
Hal, strolling down Main Street in stayed for
a quick hamburger sup- Memphis, Tennessee. She is now Fulton on May 29, 195.
this beautiful Spring weather. Hal per and
then left. Wonder where
has finished his studies at Mem- they would
have gone if they had
phis State preparatory to entering decided
to take a long trip?
camp manager of Jonathan
Creek
Baptist Assembly, Kentucky
Lake,
brought
important facts and
needed camp dates regar
ding
camp, which opens in June.
Mrs.
Harry Allison gave a repor
t of
the recent WMU State meeti
ng at
Harrodsburg, Ky.
Preceding the message
Fulton Co u nty Associational
Mrs.
WMU met Monday evening at Lewis Patrick and Mrs. Ooyce
Johns
on, of Crutchfield, brought
the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
a
Gene Shepherd, of Sikeston, Mis- special in music, accompanied by
Miss
Narie
Moore at the Piano.
souri, a senior at Union UniverFulton
Refreshments were served
sity in Jackson, Tenn., was
Greenfield
durJ. B. MANESS & SONS AD 5_2298
Call 124
guest speaker. He was chosen by ing the fellowship period.
Greenfield, Tenn.
the Baptist Student Union of Tennessee to serve as a missionary
ALL-NIGHT SING
in Germany last summer and the
large audience was greatly inAn all-night gospel
sing, sponterested in his mission experi- sored by the local Civit
an
ences and the beautiful color will be held at the South Club,
Fulton
slides of Germany, Paris and gym April 29.
We have both machine and 'acid-delinted
Switzerland. Those present were
most grateful to Mr. Shepherd
for coming to the meeting at
such short notice, as the previously announced speaker bad to
cancel in the morning 'because of
a young daughter's emergency
operation.

COTTON SEED

Visit Local Stores First

q11111111111110111212UMME1111111556611111111121111111A
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DUCK'S DX

SCATTERED PATTER—

ICE

We Need Iredverrial Park
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FULTON HARDWARE

AUTOMATIC COIW-6111.

swivel-top
Codrafilefe stoosibaboori sof idielsoiliml

VACUUM CLEANER

•1141
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CARD OF THANKS

CLASSIFIED ADS

•

The family of C. D. Lancaster
wish to thank their many friends
MALE HELP WANTED- LOCAL for the flowers and every act of
man wanted for sale and service kindness shown in the loss of our
franchise. Electrolux Corp., 111 husband and father. We also want
to thank all friends and neighbors
South Sixth Street, Paducah, Ky.
for the food that was sent to us.
May God bless each and every one..
Mrs. Charles Powell
WE RENT - - Daughter of C. D. Lancaster

HELP WANTED HALE'Man to
distribute Rawleigh products in
Fulton Co. or City of Fulton and
Hickman. ad LkSt be 21 or over and
own car.* Write Rawleigh, Dept.
KYD-1071-1158, Freeport, Ill.
*See or write Marion McDowell,
R. R. 4, Kevil.

Fulton County
Agent's News

parathion is a cheap and very
ef- Page
8
fective matefial to use, howe
ver,
the alfalfa cannot be cut
until 15
days after spraying."

The Fulton News, Thursday, April 22, 1965

Pecan Grafting
Expert Will Give
Two Demonstrations

miles north of Cayce, at 9:00 a. m.
on Friday, April 30.
SHEEP SHEARING TIME
Since 1948, more than 3,000 naWarm weather is on us and
tive pecan seedlings have been
one
farm job that we can get
completgrafted in Fulton County with uned while the ground is
wet is
proved Northern varieties like Mashearing of the wool from the
jor, Green River and Posey. Many
our
sheep. I noticed last week
that Mr.
of
these trees now produce very
W.
D.
Arms
trong, Field Agent
Bob Taylor Graham,
one of the in Horticvulture
from the Prince- high quality pecans annually.
best sheep growers in
Obion Coun- ton sub-experime
Everyone is invited to attend.
nt tsation, will
ty, had already complete
d
all his sheep. Mr. Grah shearing be in Fulton County for pecan
am is the grafting demonstr
ations as schedchairman of the Obion
WEAKLEY CO. PAGEANT
County uled below:
Wool Pool which will be
held at the
The
Dresden Jaycees are now
L & N Depot on May 10.
Stone and Ledford farm, one mile
west of Hickman on Highway 94, accepting entries for the Miss
Weakiey County pageant, to be
FARM DATES TO
REMEMBER at 9:00 a. m. on Thursday, April
held in Dresden May 29. Appli29.
April 29 - Pecan Grafting
cants should contact the JayMeetMaurice Bondurant farm, two cees
ing.
for further information.
May 4 - Lamb Pool Union City.
C. (DOC) ADAMS
May 10 - Wool Poolunion City.

JOHN WATTS
SUMMER SCHOOL — Be Ready
For a Job in September! Enroll
PASTURE WEED CONTROL
now for SPEEDWRITING ShortMEETING
Hospital beds
TV ANTENNAS: We install — hand-Typing Course which includes
A
number of milk processors are
Trade-repair and move. Get our additional subjects—filing, English,
Baby beds
prices. We service all makes TV. spelling, personality development, becoming increasingly concerned
and office machines. To get ahead about off flavor in milk caused by
Vacuum Cleaners
Phone 307. Roper Television.
faster, spend the summer at Bruce certain weeds in dairy pastures
Floor polishers
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Business Institute preparing for a and have arranged to have a paschine and electric floor polisher position paying from $50 to $75 a ture weed control meeting in Union
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex- week by September. B. B. I. gradu- City, Thursday morning, 10:00
WADE FURN. CO.
ates secure top positions and salar- a. m., April 22, at the Farm Buchange Furniture Co.
ies.
Students registering before reau Hall in Union City.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.
June
1 will get the benefit of the
We realize that if the soil is dry
DEPARTMENT of HIGHWAYS
old rates in both tuition and book
that
very few farmers will be able
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
s.
Day school 8:15 to_2:15. Two to spare two hours for
a pasture
Sealed bids will be received by weeks' vacation beginning August weed control meeting but we
are
the Department of Highways at its 1. Save money by commuting! In- cooperating with the milk procesoffice, Frankfort, Kentucky, until dividual instruction by specialized sor by arranging for this meeting.
Dr. Pete Gosset, Weed Cont
DAVID REED HON
10:00 A. M. Eastern Standard Time teachers! Free placement service!
All types of Insurance
rol
ORED
on the 23rd day of April, 1965, at Air Conditioned Building! Inquire Specialist from U. T. Extension
Davi
d
Wall
s
abou
Reed
t
,
long
Serv
er
son
ice and Mr. Ray Spann, Asst. and
which time bids will be publicly
courses, BRUCE
of Mr.
SAVE! GET our
Mrs. A. B. Reed of
opened and read for the improve- BUSINESS INSTITUTE, 308 Pop- Dairyman from U. T. Extension Rout
Martin
e
3
has
PACKAGE DEAL ment of:
been named recipilar, Martin, Tennessee, Phone- Service, will conduct the
meeting ent of the West
587-7415.
Tennessee Star
on proper weed control in
SP GROUP 20 (1965)
"Covering Everything"
pastures. Farmer award,
one of the top
US 45-51 By Pass Highla
Fulton Co., SP 38-297 The Roper
awards in FFA farm
nds- Fulton
ALFALFA WORMS
ing.
School Road from Ky. 94 extending
422 Lake St.
northerly to 100' north of bridge
We realize that you might like
Fulton, Ky.
for alfalfa worms to not be
Phone 408 over Brush Creek, a distance of
men1.000 mile. Bituminous Concrete
tioned in this column so often
For The
lateSurface Class I.
ly, but our 1,500 acre alfalfa
crop
Fulton Co., SP 38-767 The Upper
in Obion County is threaten
ed by
Bottom Road from Ky. 94 near
the alfalfa weevil worm.
During
E. C. L. of Hickman extending
the last week I have been in
45 alnortheastly to bridge over Bayou
falfa fields in Obion County
and
(NO AGE LIMIT)
De Chien, a distance of 0.900 mile.
about 90 per cent of the fields
are
Bitu
mino
infes
us
Conc
ted
rete
Surf
with
ace
Clas
the worms and need
10 Acre Farm,
s
and
I.
spraying. It will be necessar
y to
Harmony Community. New well. ** Fulton County, RS 38-487 The
spray the fields twice to
contr
ol
Ail modern. This can be handled Lodgeston School-Crutchfield Road
the worms about 7 to 10
days
with $500.00 down and payments from Ky. 94 approximatel
apart. Most farmers are
2.5
using
like rent. Total price $3850.00. Now miles west of US 51 exteyndin
malathion to control the
g
alfalfa
vacant.
northerly, a distance of 1.771 miles.
weevil worms.
Bituminous Concrete Surface Class
Below you will find a copy
On Wells Avenue
I.
of a
lette
r
received this week from
**
Payment for April and May
EAST FULTON, three bedroom, estimates
Dr.
Char
les
Thomas, U. T. Extenwell-kept home. Large fenced in July 1, may be delayed until
sion Entomologist, giving the
1965. See bid proposal for
latest
Experienced Photograp
back yard, prefect for children. detai
on the Alfalfa Weevil
her will be on duty in
Worm in
buy it at
our store
This property is in mint condition orde ls relative to effective work
West
Tenn
esse
e.
FRI
DAY
r
date.
Plea
se
SATURDAY, April 23 note projects afand must be seen to be appreciat- fecte
24
I=I ma ME NM EMI ME
"Alfalfa weevil infestations
ed. Can be handled with $500.00 Propd.
MEN NM MEM MEM MO MEM
in
osals are available until 9:00
MEM IMO MOM 11111M
West Tennessee presently
down, plus minimum closing exare
very
A.
M.
Eastern Standard Time on
serious. Weevils can be found
petses. Total price $11500.00.
in
the day of the bid opening. Bid
fields except a few new stand all
Call 60, Fulton
s. In
proposals are available only to presome fields, where control has
Furniture Company
not
qualified bidders. Remittance paybeen applied, the weevil
infestation
100% Beef - Ground
able to the State Treasurer of Kenruns as high as 300 per square
foot.
tucky must accompany request for
Daily!
proposal forms.'Bid and Specimen
Most fields should have
control
applied to them by this time
proposals may be obtained at a
Francis W. Smith, Realtor
if a
first cutting is to be
cost of $2.06 for each proposal. Adexpected.
Probably another applicatio
We need listings. If your proper- ditional information concerning
n will
ty is priced right, I can get the job this advertisement may be obtain- The News is authorrzea to an- be required from 7 to 10 days later.
We also have some indic
ed from Mr. W. T. Judy, Director, nounce the follo
done NOW.
ation of
wing candidates
alfalfa weevils beginning
Division of Contract Controls, subject to the Demo
to lay
cratic Primary
eggs
Frankfort, Kentucky.
. This is all the more reas
Tender - Sliced
May 25, 1965:
on
why we should do a good
job
of
FOR COUNTY JUDGE
control now to prevent
alfalfa
weevil infestation from
John E. Croce
lasting
through second and third John C. Bondurant
cuttings.
ANN•00.
0If ground equipment is
not used
FOR MAGISTRATE
and aerial applications are
made,
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
. WE RESERVE THE
(District One)
•
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTi
Nelson D. "Corky" Hill
ritS
Roy Nethery

DEWEY JOHNSON

ft
e
m
s
e
For Fine
Liquors

AT
TE
NT
ION MOTHERS!
Now is the time to get a portrait of

BEST

FOR SALE

your children

$1.50

11 x 14 BUST VIGNETTE
8 x 10
97c
One Per Subject; 2 Per Family
Family Group Portrait
$3.95 __ $5.95
Newest and latest photogenic lights used!

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

WICK'S Agency

GROUND BEEF

Political
Announcements

Lb. 39c

BEEF LIVER

WM

11111.

Mil

MEI

NM

111.11

•
•1800
000000000
•
••••
•

I

(District Two)
A. L. Cox
Ray Moss

•

•

I

, '

Discover how Eg, ©11
a bourbon can be
90 Proof - $4.85 4/5 Qt. $1.55 1/2 P.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOUF,BON, 90 Erna & io EPT"4
'•
IN BOND. YELLOWSTONE DIS1111T' CO

PHONE 12 — OPEN 6:45

"Buck" Menees
Joe T. Johnson
Fred Edgin

Now Thru Saturday

James C.

•

r.

6
YEARS
OLD

I

•

•

FOR SHERIFF

1*,,ore

•• FULTON ••
1

•

I The brave are never differentI
only different looking!

FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Dee Langford
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ralph Graves
Henry Maddox
Mrs. Jo Westpheling
FOR JAILER
Baker Minton

Is now associated With Western Aut
o
in Fulton. Come in and see him

on

a Special price on our-

if,/
I"NONE BUT I
I THE BRAVL"
I FRANK I
SINATRA
CLINT WALKER
7
TOMMYSANDSI

4- HORSEPOWER

R
o
A
s
T
F
l
u
a
o
t
d
i
e:39,
Chuck
LB

JOWL BACON
SLICED BACON
COFFEE

Swift Premium

BANANAS
FLOUR
PIES

ALPINE - PLAIN
or SELF - RISING

MORTONS BEEF
CHICKEN or TURKEY

Lb.

1OC

10 Lbs. 89c
4 For 69c

rwr2,/

STARTS SUNDAY I

TILLER

3 Lbs. $1.00
.Lb. 59c
Lb. ... 69c

Sliced - Smoked
Sugar Cured

RAEMGULAICRANorADCE

1

ROY CARVER

Lb. 39c

CARROLL GEORGE
MAHRIS
IS ThE FORCE

19 tii<R1R,

With Power
Reverse, For

$ 124.95

a.

0

0.

(Regularly $134.95)

WESTERN AUTO STORE
LAKE STREET

FULTON

4
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in 3,000 nahave been
ity with imies like Ma'osey. Many
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nually.
to attend.
liGEANT
rs are now
the Miss
ant, to be
29. Applithe Jay-
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The Fulton News, Thur
sday, April 22, 1965

• CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mra. Harvey Vaughn

• PIERCE STATION

DUKEDOM NEWS
By Mrs. Hillman Wertbrook

By Bibs. Charles Lowe
Good Springs is beginning to look
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs.
at Home Coming Day, which will
Jim
Burke and Mrs. Harvey
Nice crowds attended the Easter be the fourth Sunday in May, as
Vaughan
represented the Chestnut
Glade service at Chapel Hill and John- usual. Plans are being made for a
Club on the trip made to Nashvi
full day and everyone is urged to
lle son's Grove Sunday.
by members of the Home Demon
Mrs. James Warren gave— her make plans to spend as much of
stration Clubs in the County. Each Sunday Schoo
l pupils an Easter the day as possible with them.
person seemed to enjoy the trip egg hunt
Saturday afternoon. Church services will be at 11 a. m.
very much. A visit was made to Twenty-thr
ee had
a wonderful on that Sunday, with Sunday School
the Capitol, which was interesting, time. David
Royce Greer found the preceding at 10.
especially the guided tour that pre- prize egg
Mrs. A. C. Bell is improving at
and got an Easter rabbit.
sented so many interesting events Mrs. Warren
gave all her pupils a her home, but still spending most
in the history of the State, in ad- cute basket
with two tulips in it at of her time in bed. She will return
dition to the beauty of this magnifi- her class
to Memphis _ about May 1st for
Sunday morning.
cent building. An interesting and
check-up.and further treatment.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Manci
l Roach's
inspiring visit was made to the
Easter visitors were Mrs. Dorothy
Mrs. Ada Ross was able to re"Upper Room." Included on the
Willis from Union City and Mr. turn to her home from Jones Hostrip for the first time was the visit
pital on Thursday.
to the "Cheekwood Garden" and to and Mrs. Don Huffsteter from
Joe Cunningham and sons DonDyers
burg.
"Belle Meade Mansion." Each of
Horace Norman is still a patient ald and David, of Somerset, Ohio,
the places contained many interin the Fulton Hospital. His daugh- visited Mrs. Finnie Cunningham
esting and beautiful objects. The
ter, Mrs. Ipuis Roby of I. shville, for the Easter vacation.
rain failed to dampen the spirits
Mrs. Opal Outland, from Chiis with him and her husband will
of these club members, who enjoy- be
cago, is visiting with her brothers,
spending his vacation here.
ed a very pleasant trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ferguson Basil and Loyd Watkins, and famiMrs. Fred Vaughan spent the spent Saturday night
and Sunday lies.
week end with the Simmons fami- with Mr. Ferguson's
Mrs. Zue Webb and Mrs. Maude
parents in
ly.
Troy, and attended church there. Vincent are still in the hospitals
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green, of in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill smith and Mr.
Mrs. Beulah Bailey is slowly imand Mrs. Harvey Vaughan enjoyed Mayfield, visited Mr. and Mrs.
proving, following her eye operaa birthday dinner with Mrs. Lucy John Smith Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford, of tion.
Gibbs Sunday,
Mrs. Jim Burke visited her sis- Dyersburg, spent Easter with Mrs.
ter, Delma, who is seriously ill Mattie Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelton Hardy, of
in the Veterans Hospital in Nashville. Their mother, Mrs. Jonakin, near Union City, visited Mr. and
is spending some time in Nashville Mrs. Felix Davis Sunday.
Ernest Lowe is improving, after
with her. She was moved there
from the hospital in Amarillo, Tex- being quite sick for a week.
as, recently.
The Cooley family have moved to
ANDREWS
the farm recently sold by Mrs. Ray
Visit Local Stores First
Bondurant.
We Need Industrial Park
Mrs. Ray Bondurant is a patient
at the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:

Mill HMO

)c

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings
and Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie Cummings carried race horses to Lexington, Ky., last week end, where
they will begin entering the racing season.
Get-Well wishes to Mrs. Sam Atkinson, who has been a patient in
the Volunteer Hospital for several
days.
Get-Well wishes also to Neuman
Croft and Lonnie Anderson, who
are patients in the Fulton Hospital.
A most unusual and unexpected
duty has been experienced by this
correspondent during this term of
court. Very few women have been
asked to serve as Foreman of the
Weakley County Grand Jury. This
has proven to be very interesting.

PUBLIC SALE
Saturday, April 24 at 10 a. m.

HENRY SAMS, Owner
BILL GRAY, Auctioneer
LUNCH WILL BE SERVED

MN\

That closeness, and the exciting feeling when wors
hiping the
Lord is often referred to as a "MOUNTAIN TOP EXPE
RIENCE."
We invite you to come worship the Lord in his
house, and
receive the joys of being close to God. Attend chur
ch this week.

keep your
NEW BLUE BOOK

00
19c
;9c

9c
9c

"MOUNTAIN TOP EXPERIENCES" . It is not yet vaca
tion time,
however that time is approaching and we start reme
mbering
the wonderful feelings and experiences of our last
trip to the
mountains, and now we can start to plah new adve
ntures._

Location — Henry Sams'farm, six miles north of
Fulton on Highway 51.
Entire household furnishings, farming equipment, one Ford pickup truck, many useful small
items.

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperat
ion of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and
Business Institutions
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

Everything the farmer needs -

See us for all your insurance needs
231 Main Street

Phone 62

BAY FAMILY SHOE

220 Lake St.

Atkins, Reams and Taylor

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products

Farm & Auto Insurance
Fulton

Phone 255

Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St.,

Fulton

Office Phone 5

for listing out-of-town numbers when

LONG DISTANCE
DIALING

Gordon's Esso Service Station

Water Valley Implement
Co.
Your Allis Chalmers,
Massey-Fergusoe
and New Holland Deale
r

ELIZABETH'S
307 Main

Phone 540

Road Service, Washing & Lubricating
State Line & Carr St. Fulton Phone: 242

CITY DRUG COMPANY

HICKMAN FULTON COU
NTII
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically

"Your Prescription Drug Store"
Fulton, Ky.

Hemphill Cities Service Station

Watch for your copy of the Blue Book which should
reach you soon. Keep it near your phone for listing
out-of-town numbers you call.

Tires, Batteries, Minor Repairs
Broadway, Fulton.
Phone: 9129

Phones 70 es 42$

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling
Cc
PURE MILK COMPANY

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

Phone 44

At the store or at your door
Phone 813

Fulton, Ky.

NAILLING IMPLEMENT CO.
"Your International Harvester Dealer"
314 Walnut at.

E. W.James & Son Super Markets

Phone 16
Hickman, Ky.

Curtis Mathis, Manager

cputhern Bell

Fulton, Ky.

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

comes to Fulton - South Fulton June 20

You'll also get a new directory before June 20.
It will have complete instructions for dialing many
'bf your Long Distance calls.
You'll like dialing your Long Distance calls

STORk.

A New Line of Fine
Jarman Shoes for M.
Budget Priced "Story
Book" Shoes I
Children

Union City, Tom.

Pleasant View and Obion Cour
Memorial Gardena
Furnaces, Rooting, ha Work

With irrevoeable Trost
'That Use Nasty of Lilo May Rants

assamarramarommlwasmommowIPIRIMI

NIABIRIal
. •
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BEAUTY AND BRAINS--

College Chorus
To Highlight
Music Program

(Continued From Page One)
senior year; a member of the
Nurses Club for three years and a
member of F. B. L. A. during her
Junior year. She is a Citizenship
Award winner and was selected
most likely to succeed as a senior, was a class officer during her
freshman year and has received
three monograms and the Fulton
High Award. Her conservation
theme was second in the county
senior division. She is a member
of the First Christian Church in
Fulton and of the Christian Youth
Fellowship. Her hobbies are target
shooting and swimming. She plans
to enter the College of Arts and
Sciences at the University of Kentucky.
Nancy is the daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. Joe W. Treas. She was a
freshman class officer; member of
the Quill and Scroll two years;
member of the National Honor Society two years; member of the
French Club two years, now serving as secretary-treasurer; member of Future Nurses Club three
years; member of Future Business
Leaders of America; member of
the Kennel four years and business

manager the past two years; cheer
leader four years and co-captain In
her senior year, and member of
the advertising staff of the school
annual. She has received three
monograms for honor roil standings; is the recipient of the Fulton
High Award for scholastic achievement and was football queen during her freshman year. She is
a
member of the First Methodist

A&P Super Right

One)

Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

i

Please find enclosed .our check
, '1 for $50.00. We admire you and the
. people of Fulton for undertaking
It' a task this large and We would like
to be able to contribute a much
ROBERT K. BAAR
larger sum- but at this time, we
The Music Department of the have used the complete advertisFulton Woman's Club will present ing budget for this store.
ts annual Evening of Music at 8
Maybe in the future we will be
m.. May 3, in the Fulton High in a better position to help.
We
ichool gymnasium. This year the wish you the very best of succe
ss.
;lepartment will present. the 61Yours very truly,
'oice choir. of Murray State ColBIG-VALU FOOD STORES
'ege, under the direction of ProWayne Butler
:•essor Robert K. Baar.
While the financial support is
Professor Bear has directed the
choir for fourteen years and, dur- great, support from some distingng this time, the choir has sung uished people is great, too! ReIn St. Louis, Chicago, Cleveland, cently we wrote a letter to Mrs.
Philadelphia and New York, plus John Sherman Cooper, wife of the
well known Senator from Kenmany local concerts.
This June the choir will leave on tucky, to officiate at an impressive
a concert tour of seven countries program connected with the proposed arts and crafts exhibit. So
in Europe.
The Music Department is proud that you'll get that "ole feeling"
to be able to bring this choir to of doing something worthwhile,
I'm going to reprint Mrs. Coper's
Fulton.
letter.

1

South Fulton
Church Stages
Bu:lding Event

Dear Jo:
Congratulations, president of the
International Banana Festival Association. I cannot tell you how
much I admire you for making
Fulton such an international spot,
and also being a candidate for
the
General Assembly.
We both appreciate your invitetioh to the Festival. I see that John
has accepted an invitation to spea
k
in Barbourville on October,
1st,
which, unfortuantely is an awful
ly
long way from you. I most
certainly will make every effort
to
come and I know John will too.
Grateful thanRs for thinking
of
us. Always love from,
Loraine

The first spade of dirt was turned by Cleo Peeples, chairman of
the building committee, and the
pastor, Rev. Gerald Stow, at the
Iroundbreaking ceremonies held
last Sunday for the new South Fulon Baptist auditorium.
Others participating in the ground)reaking
were:
Tom Connell,
t
- hairman of the Board of Deacons;
Mrs. C. D. Travis, WMU presilent; James Legate, Sunday School
superintendent; Jim Hicks, trainPersonally and on behalf of
the
ng director, and Bobby Winstead, Festival, I shall always be
grateful to Loraine Cooper. Last
music director.
Spring
Construction of the $90,000 audi- when I was in Washington to
talk
torium was begun this week by with the State Department
about
that
Cumberland Industries of Nashville
agency's participation in the
ind is scheduled to be completed Festival, Mrs. Cooper made
ap')y August 1.
pointments for Larry Metcalfe
and
me that would have take
n
for us to do on our own. Months
She's a
wonderful, wonderful perso
n, and
I look forward, as you
do, to her
very appreciated visit
here.

No Flood
Danger Seen
For Hickman

Sports Final

Only the flood plains of Western
It P till Westpheling, M
:entucky will feel the
high '
:aters of the Mississippi river
inless there is a major change in
Well, it's that time of year
'ood levels, officials report.
again. The Fulton Bulldogs will
The levee from Hickman to the hold their annual spring
football
'ennessee line, which protects game at -Memorial stadium
under
bout 20,090 acres of cotton land, the lights Friday night
April 23,
; in no danger unless water rises at 7:30 p. m. The teams
will be
:gher than
expected, Fulton divided into the Blue and
ounty Agent' John Watts said sections, with two of last White
year's
:onday. ,He added
there is no starters on the blue and one on
'ireat to the floodwall at Hick- the White.
flan.
The line-up for the Blue will
have at ends Mike Butts and
An area of about 20,000 acres Loyd
Bone;
tackles will b e
f cropland, from Hickman to Steve
Mann and Ronnie Bennett;
Vickliffe, is flooded as in past at
guards will be Mike Gargus
ears. But the higher water on the
and Jimmy King; snapping the
tississippi is not expected to ball
will be Buddy Myers; quartreatly increase the size of the erba
ck will be Rodney Foster;
!ooded region.
halfback Mike Stephens runn
ing
the ball with fullback Phil Flan
nigan and wmgback Eddie
Williamson.
Include Conservation
The White team will have Davi
d
Advises ASC Chairman
Dunn and Stevens Alexander
at
Farmers who are gearing up for ends; Robert Thurman and Steve
Ipringtime operations were urged Jones at tackles; Dennis Lohaus
'oday to "include conservation in I and Wayne Lohaus at Guards;
Max Omar will be snapping
/our plans and thinking."
the
Roy Bard, Chairman, County ball to Randall Roper; Joe Hoodkgricultural Stabilization and Con- enpyle will be the halfback, David
:ervation Committee, reminded Forrest the fullback and Henry
'armers that those who need some Armstrong the wingback.
This game will be a preview
Iarticular conservation project on
heir land this yearend who have of next year's action when the
lot already done so are invited to Bulldogs go into their regular
liscuse their plans with the ASC season. Come on out to Memorial
stadium Friday night. Tickets are
county Committee.
$1.00 and the proceeds will
go to
help finance the boys' insurance.
For an exciting thrill packed game
,
Trained
see the Blue VS. White at Memo
Eleven members of the South rial stadium.
'ulton 'Police and Fire Depart•
lents, and volunteer firemen,
1935 DOLLAR FIRST
ave completed
156 hours of
raining in a fire school conductOTTAWA - The first official
• d here last week.
Canadian silver dollar was struck
In 1935 to commemorate the
25th
Visit Local Stares First
year of the reign of King George V.
Illerst&+

president; French Club past two
years, now vice president; Future
Nurses Club three years; Future
Teachers Club; librarian one year;
office staff; member of Kennel
two years as advertising manager,
and member of annual staff. She
was the recipient of three monograms for honor roll standings and
of the Fulton High Award, was
Miss Class Personality in her fresh-

man year, Miss F. H. S. candidate
in her sophomore year, and was
selected the "wittiest" in the Senior Superlatives. She is a member
of the First Baptist Church, member of the youth choir, the Baptist Training Union and the Young
Women's Auxiliary. Her hobbies
are swimming and sewing and her
plans are to study law at the University of Kentucky.

Fully Matured Beef

STEAKSALE

NOTEBOOK-

(Continued from Page

Church and of the Methodist Youth
Fellowship, servin&. as faith chairman. Her hobbies are reading and
swimming. She plans to major in
foreign languages at the University
of Kentucky.
Sylvia, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Russell, was a member
of the National Honor Society two
years, presently secretary; member of Quill and Scroll, now
vice

Porterhouse
or T-Bone

BONELESS BEEF STEAK CUTS

Choice Cut
Sirloin

Center Cut
Bottom Roundi.,69c
Round
Top Round L.,83°
Cube Steak ...J., 99c
Swiss Steak Lb.69°
Lb.
Delmonico
Lb. 169 Lb.
Lb
.
Sirloin Strip Lb. 169
g
411 Lb..
9,Super 41iIl Lb. 99,
Sliced Bacon Sale All
Good
1-Lb. Pkg. 49c. AIL Pkg. 0 1- Right
Thick Slice
d.y4111ThinPkg.Lb. 55o)
(Fanc
Chuck Roast SI3ue
Super Right
1-Lb.
ege;r Right (CutCenteBlader I Lb. 49
49c' Wiener_ Skinl
ess
49°)2 Pkg.
Lb. 89°
r
Right
Boneless Rump Roast Supe
Froze
n
Beef
Lb. 89° Whiting Fish Ocean (lb. 19c)
5 I13JoIx 89°
Su
per
1stRibs3 ) 5First
Rib Roast t
Cap'n
(
John
-Ribs
HAD
DOC
K
(Lb. 89c 7-In, Cut Lb 79° Cod Portions Breaded 2-Lb. Pkg. )2
$1.09
SAVE 20c-A&P
MARVEL
JANE PARKER BAKED FOODS
A&P GRADE A
Instant
Vanilla
BLACKBERRY
Juices
Peaches
Coffee
Ice Cream
TOM
ATO
or
GR.
FRUI
T
FREESTONE
8-In.
10-0z. $109
PI
Gallo
E(
n
1-Qt.
Ea. 490
3 14-0z
1-Lb.
Jar
Carton 99(
14:
Oz.
. 850
4 Cans 99c
SOUTHERN (Save 10c)
Cans
590
Pe
ca
n
Pie
Apples Red
12 F., 69'
Pineapple iCrushed 3790
Cucumbers
E. 10° Bread wv,hhtet
Barbecue
4-C.Lkaeyer
27:rz• 39°
Ra
in
bo
w
Egg Plants
Ea.
89c
E. 15°
inFapaahc.k32p0-Ox.'.00 Cheese Kir""
Red
) 59°
Coo
kie
s;
'
,
„
'
d
Watermelons
Ea 99'
Century Brooms
99°
A&P
Froze
n
Orange Juice Concentrate
7-0z.s Jar 990
Nescafe
Bonu
In Ctn.
(1-0z. Free)
Ajax
Ajax
Starkist Tuna ::k.3 890
Fab
Laundry
Young'S
Cleanser
Lb.
Detergent Navy Beans Dried
Pkg.
DETERGENT
2 25€
Cat
Ni
ne
Li
2 33g
ve
s Food 2 270
320
Wax
100 Ft.
2 15-0z.
Pape
r
Fr
es
hr
ap
5
Rolle 45€
2
4
9
0
Cans
77c Ketchu Para
mount
14-0z.
Oyste
r
Hot
Bottl
e 190
p
•
Reg.
Lemonade
' 3-Lb
Palmolive Soap 4Bars 43* Ad Detergent
Oran
79
c
Bo.
Wylers Mi Grapegefruitor
10
0
Baggies Sandwich. Pkg. 29*
32-0z.
Clean
er
Ro
ya
l
Can 39€
•
.
(7
80
-.P.t: 63c Action Bleach . 22-0z
Ye'Liquid. . 1C2.4a3n1.35° 81.Can
Bottle I
Floor & Wall 6-0z.
3-Lb. 93.. Hi-Ho Crackers=
Soaky Liquic8Z.69c Ajax Clean
29€
er
Box
Strie
tmann
Liquid
Choc. Fudge
Florient :',7:""Z 59c Ajax Clean
0
Co
ok
12-0z
ie
.
s
er
Sand
wich
1-PLe69
39
(
Bottl
Gold
Reg
Palmolive..2Bars 31° Palmolive:: 11 Bath
Bars 459. Fig Newton
390
•
Pineapple Juice Dole... 44'
Pineapple =old
ATLANTIC
41/1-Lb
2-0z.390
Can
Top Job Liquid Cleaner

,
8
5
.
C
C
89
69

a

dcl

Pkg.

A

11(

a 111,
of

A&P ELBERTA

cIl
fs
Sie
he
(
i

Save
toe

Extra Fancy
Delicious...,

8-In.
Ea.

Crisp
Florida

4%
1-1:0
bz..
Cans g

1-Lb. 00
Lvos. J7c

Florida

Lb

Ea

•

12-0z.
82c

6 8-0z. 990
Cans

Instant

3W
Ball

ties
th
y.
of
s
da
t
of Ti
Tues
. rade
Mi
Mr.
Hick
He
Boyd
Colle
io
pa
rtra

Coffee

Univ
Jean
Univ

814-0z.
Cana

3-Lb.
1 1/4-0z.
Box

14-0x.
Cans

70

8-0x.
Cans

1-Lb.
4-0x.
Box

7
0

1-Lb.

3-Lb.
1 1/4-0z
Box

Lb.-334-0z. $131
Box

13•0z.
Pkg.

2 OZ.

Liquid

0t50

• Ca
tra
ca
lea V(
pai
you

10-0x.
Box
1-Lb.
Box

101OVV41..

1-Lb.
Pkg.

Nabisco

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU
SATURDAY, APRIL 24
THE GREAT

15-0Z.
BOTTLE

380 I-PtB0

T12
TL-E

680

I PACIFIC TEA COMPANY,
INC.

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERC
HANT SINCE 1859

Puffs

Colors 4 Pkg.89c
400

White Cloud
BATHROOM- TISSUE

A

-ff

It-Roll 090
Rooks

42
1

Hi-C
FRUIT DRINKS

( Fl

All re 1 1:
1 ::: z 98
Gins
I4

Puffin
Biscuits

6 :. 49°

aws
nnoi
T 1
• rs
.ther

awrohyi0hr

•e

ilit
Se

....
FACIAL TISSUI
Astat'd

Thi
ice

Gerbers
BABY FOOD
STRAINED
JUNIOR

6 11'59c 3 r:43c

STORE HOURS- Monday Wu Friday 8:am. to 6:00 pm. Saturday 8:00
am.-8:00 pm.

.41h

dent 111101111111.mt.

Or
th
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